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ABSTRACT 

Energy efficiency measures in buildings and alternative heating methods have led to a 

decreased demand for district heating (DH). Furthermore, due to a recent increase in 

extreme weather events, it is harder for DH providers to maintain a steady production 

leading to increased costs. These issues have led DH companies to change their price models. 

This thesis investigated such a price model change, made by Mälarenergi (ME) on the 1st of 

August 2018. The aim was to compare the old price model (PM1) with the new price model 

(PM2) by investigating the choice of base and peak loads a customer can make for the 

upcoming year, and/or if they should let ME choose for them. A prediction method, based on 

predicting the hourly DH demand, was chosen after a literature study and several method 

comparisons were made from using weather parameters as independent variables. 

Consumption data from Mälarenergi for nine customers of different sizes were gathered, and 

eight weather parameters from 2014 to 2018 were implemented to build up the prediction 

model. The method comparison results from Unscrambler showed that multilinear 

regression was the most accurate statistical modelling method, which was later used for all 

predictions. These predictions from Unscrambler were then used in MATLAB to estimate the 

total annual cost for each customer and outcome. For PM1, the results showed that the 

flexible cost for the nine customers stands for 76 to 85 % of the total cost, with the remaining 

cost as fixed fees. For PM2, the flexible cost for the nine customers stands for 46 to 61 % of 

the total cost, with the remaining as fixed cost. Regarding the total cost, PM2 is on average 

7.5 % cheaper than PM1 for smaller customer, 8.6 % cheaper for medium customers and 15.9 

% cheaper for larger customers. By finding the lowest cost case for each customer their 

optimal base and peaks loads were found and with the use of a statistical inference method 

(Bootstrapping) a 95 % confidence interval for the base load and the total yearly cost with 

could be established. The conclusion regarding choices is that the customer should always 

choose their own base load within the recommended confidence interval, with ME’s choice 

seen as a recommendation. Moreover, ME should always make the peak load choice because 

they are willing to pay for an excess fee that the customer themselves must pay otherwise.  
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SUMMARY 

Anthropogenic climate change has caused a shift in the political climate towards 

environmentally friendly energy solutions. Sweden is actively contributing to this goal and its 

heating market has seen a rise of new energy efficient heat pumps that are competing with 

the more seasoned district heating (DH) technology, which currently holds 50% of the 

heating market share. DH rose to prominence in Västerås with Mälarenergi (ME); a 

municipally owned company that operates several combined heat and power plants, from 

which heat is co-generated during electricity generation and distributed in a system of pipes 

to the end-users.  

Lately, due to more energy efficient buildings and alternative heating methods, the demand 

for DH has decreased. Moreover, due to recent extreme weather it is harder for DH providers 

to maintain a steady production, leading to increased costs. These issues have led DH 

companies to change their district heat price models. ME introduced their new price model 

on the 1st of August 2018 for its larger customers, but not for private customers. This new 

price module is based on the customer’s choice of base and peak load for their heat demand. 

The old Mälarenergi price model for private customers had a yearly fixed cost independent of 

the customer’s size, and a variable cost that depended on the season. For companies the old 

price model had a fixed cost that depended on connected loads. 

Predicting the heat demand is essential for power plants to use their resources optimally. 

These predictions are essentially weather forecasts but include demand-side information as 

well. There are three forecasting classifications mainly used by researchers today: machine 

learning methods, physical methods and statistical methods. This report limits itself to only 

analyzing statistical methods for prediction purposes.  

The aim of this report is to compare the old and the new DH price model and investigate 

what choice of base and peak loads a customer should make for the upcoming year, or if they 

should let ME choose. A forecasting method will also be chosen to predict the heat demand 

using weather parameters, and from this heat demand the costs will be calculated.  

The method started with a literature study to research old and new DH price models, 

especially the ones ME have. Modelling methods were investigated similarly, and teachers at 

MDH were contacted for further guidance about mathematics and choice of software.  

From ME, DH consumption data of nine different customers (sorted in load size as three 

small, three medium and three large) were gathered as well as weather data. The software 

used for modelling and calculations were MATLAB, Excel and Unscrambler.  

Unscrambler was used to predict the DH demand from weather parameters. A training set of 

five years of weather data, given from ME, was used to build the prediction model. Later, to 

avoid creating weather forecasts, ten years of weather data from an SMHI database of 

Stockholm was used to create a probability distribution of possible weather events. These 

years of weather data were used to predict the corresponding heat demand for customers of 
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ME. The heat demand data were then imported to MATLAB to calculate the costs of the old 

and new DH price models. Excel was used for organizing, storing and visualising of all data. 

The Bootstrap method was used on the predicted yearly cost and optimal base load which 

stems from the new weather data, with the main purpose of inferring information about the 

whole population. 

The most accurate statistical modelling method in Unscrambler was multilinear regression 

(MLR), which was better than partial least square regression (PLS) and principal component 

(PCR) regression for small, medium and large customers. The results also showed that 

weather data on an hourly basis could not predict the consumption as accurately as weather 

data on a daily basis. On average the hourly r-square value fluctuated between 70 - 84% while 

the daily r-squared fluctuated between 90 – 94 %  

For price model 1, the results showed that the flexible cost for the nine customers accounted 

for 76 to 85 % of the total cost, and the rest was fixed cost. For price model 2, the flexible cost 

for the nine customers accounted for 46 to 61 % of the total cost, and the rest was fixed cost. 

For the total cost, PM2 was on average 7.5 % cheaper than PM1 for smaller customer, 8.6 % 

cheaper for medium customers and 15.9 % cheaper for larger customers.  

The expected optimal base load was calculated with a 95% confidence interval for each 

customer, which was based on ten different weather scenarios. The deviation in mean total 

cost from the theoretical minimum mean cost ended up around 2%, which was calculated by 

choosing the base loads corresponding to the 95 % confidence intervals limits.  

For the results to be more statistically accurate and scientifically reliable, many more weather 

samples should have been used, and not just ten years of data from one city. We first focused 

on a single sample to produce satisfying results which would then be repeated with a much 

larger sample and inferred on the population. However, due to time limitations, a larger 

sample could not be studied. This is of course a source of error and as a suggestion for further 

work we propose replicating this study whilst adding more weather data samples. To make it 

even more accurate, another suggestion is implementing weather forecasts a few weeks ahead 

in time. With these forecasts, a customer’s consumption can be predicted with an attached 

cost. Later, this forecast can be verified with the actual weather data of that time period to 

test the accuracy of the prediction model.  

By finding the lowest cost case for each customer their optimal base and peak loads were 

found and with the use of a statistical inference method (Bootstrapping) a confidence interval 

for the base load and total yearly cost with 95% confidence could be established. The 

conclusion regarding choices is that the customer should always choose their own base load 

within the recommended confidence interval, with ME’s choice seen as a recommendation. 

Moreover, ME should always make the peak load choice because they are willing to pay for an 

excess fee that the customers themselves must pay otherwise. 
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SAMMANFATTNING 

Klimatförändring orsakad av mänskliga faktorer har skapat en förändring i det politiska 

landskapet mot mer miljövänliga energilösningar. Sverige tar aktivt del i denna politik och 

effektiva värmepumpar har slagit igenom stort i den inhemska värmemarknaden, som 

domineras av fjärrvärme (FV), vilket håller 50 % av marknadsandelen. FV:s framgång i 

Västerås beror på kommunalägda Mälarenergi, vilket driver kraftvärmeverk som genererar el 

och FV samtidigt till sina kunder. 

På senaste tiden har efterfrågan efter FV minskat, på grund av energieffektivare byggnader 

och alternativa uppvärmningsmetoder. Utöver detta har extrema väderförhållanden gjort det 

svårare för FV-bolag att hålla en stadig produktion, vilket lett till ökade kostnader. Dessa 

problem har lett FV-bolag till att förändra sina FV-prismodeller. Mälarenergi introducerade 

sin nya FV-prismodell den 1:a augusti 2018 för större kunder (ej privata). Denna prismodell 

är baserad på kundens val av bas- och topplast för deras värmebehov. Den äldre 

prismodellen för private kunder hade en årlig fast kostnad oberoende av kundens storlek och 

en rörlig kostnad beroende på årstid. För stora fastigheter och grupphusområden berodde 

den fasta kostnaden på ansluten effekt.  

Att förutspå värmebehovet är viktigt för att kraftvärmeverk ska utnyttja sina resurser 

optimalt. Dessa prediktioner är i grund och botten väderprognoser men innehåller även 

information från kundens sida. Det finns tre klassifikationer för de prediktioner som används 

mest, dessa är: maskininlärningsmetoder, fysiska metoder och statistiska metoder. Denna 

rapport begränsar sig till att endast undersöka statistiska metoder. 

Målet med denna rapport är att jämföra den äldre och den nya FV-prismodellen och 

undersöka vilket val av bas- och topplast en kund ska göra för nästkommande år, eller om 

Mälarenergi ska göra valet åt kunden. En prediktionsmetod ska väljas för att prediktera 

fjärrvärmebehovet med hjälp av väderparametrar, och från detta behov beräknas 

årskostnaderna. 

Metoden började med en litteraturstudie för att undersöka äldre och nya FV-prismodeller, 

speciellt dem Mälarenergi har. Modelleringsmetoder undersöktes på liknande sätt och 

professorer på MDH kontaktades för ytterligare vägledning om matematik och val av 

mjukvara. 

Från Mälarenergi erhölls konsumtionsdata över kunderna och väderdata. Mjukvaran som 

användes för modellering och beräkningar bestod av MATLAB, Excel och Unscrambler.  

Unscrambler användes för att prediktera värmebehov utifrån väderparametrarna. Ett 

träningsset på fem år av väderdata från Mälarenergi användes för att bygga upp 

prediktionsmodellen. Därefter, för att undvika att behöva skapa egna väderprognoser, togs 10 

år av väderdata från SMHI över Stockholm för att skapa ett utfall av möjliga 

väderförhållanden. Dessa år med väderdata användes för att prediktera motsvarande 

värmebehov för Mälarenergis kunder. Datamängden över värmebehovet exporterades till 
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MATLAB där kostnaderna för dem två prismodellerna beräknades. Excel användes för att 

organisera och strukturera datamängden, men även senare för att visualisera resultaten med 

tabeller och diagram. Bootstrap-metoden användes på predikterad årlig förbrukning och 

optimala baslaster, vilka hade sitt ursprung i nya väderparametrar, för att estimera 

information på hela populationen.  

Den noggrannaste statistiska modelleringsmetoden i Unscrambler var multilinjär regression 

(multilinear regression), vilket var bättre än partiell minstakvadratmetoden (partial least 

square regression) och principiell komponentregression (principal component regression) för 

små, medium och stora kunder. Resultaten visade också att väderdata på timbasis inte kunde 

prediktera konsumtion lika noggrant som väderdata på dygnsbasis kunde. I genomsnitt låg 

den timbaserade determinationskoefficienten (r2) mellan 70 – 84 % och den dygnsbaserade 

mellan 90 – 94 %. 

För prismodell 1 visade resultaten att den rörliga kostnaden för de 9 kunderna stod för 76 till 

85 % av den totala kostnaden, varav resten var fast kostnad. För prismodell 2 stod den rörliga 

kostnaden för 46 till 61 % av totalkostnaden, varav resten var fast kostnad. För den totala 

kostnaden visade resultatet att PM2 i genomsnitt var 7,5 % billigare än PM1 för små kunder, 

8,6 % billigare för mediumkunder och 15,9 % billigare för större kunder. Den förväntade 

optimala baslasten beräknades med ett konfidensintervall på 95 % för varje kund, baserat på 

tio olika väderscenarier. Avvikelsen i genomsnittskostnaden från den teoretiskt minimala 

genomsnittskostnaden var runt 2 %, vilket beräknades genom att välja baslasterna som föll 

inom ramen av konfidensintervallet på 95 %.  

För att resultaten ska vara mer statistiskt noggranna och vetenskapliga behövdes flera 

väderurval för att kunna dra exakta slutsatser om populationen. I rapporten användes endast 

10 år av väderdata från Tullinge. Vi behövde först fokusera på ett enda urval och se till att vi 

kunde producera ett resultat vi var nöjda med vilket skulle upprepas på ett större urval för att 

dra slutsatser på populationen. Dock, på grund av tidsbegränsningen, kunde inte ett större 

urval undersökas. Detta är såklart en felkälla och som förslag på fortsatta studier föreslår vi 

att studien upprepas med ett större urval av väderdata. Ett annat intressant förslag är att 

lägga till faktiska väderprognoser några veckor fram i tiden. Med dessa prognoser kan en 

konsumtion beräknas med en motsvarande kostnad. Därefter kan denna prognos verifieras 

med den datamängden som faktiskt uppmättes för vädret, för att testa noggrannheten på 

prediktionsmodellen.  

Genom att hitta den lägsta kostnaden för varje kunds förbrukning kunde den optimala bas- 

och topplasten utvinnas, och med hjälp av bootstrapping kunde ett 95 % konfidensintervall 

konstrueras kopplat till val av baslast och kostnad. Slutsatserna kring val av last är att 

kunderna alltid bör välja baslast inom det rekommenderade konfidensintervallet, med ME:s 

val som en vägledning. Dessutom bör ME alltid sätta topplasten åt kunden eftersom då 

undviker kunden att behöva betala en överuttagsavgift om de hade gjort valet på egen hand.
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NOMENCLATURE 

Symbol Description Unit 

C Velocity m/s 

E Energy [MWh] 

P Power/Load [kW] 

t Time [h] 

T Temperature [°C] 

V Volume [m3] 

r2 (or R2) Coefficient of determination [ - ] 

r (Pearson) Correlations coefficient (Pearson’s) [ - ] 

ABBREVIATIONS 

Abbreviation Description 

ANN Artificial Neural Network 

CHP Combined Heat and Power 

DH District Heat 

kW Kilowatt 

kWh Kilowatt hour 

ME Mälarenergi 

MM Millimetres (milli) 

MBAR Milli bar 

MDH Mälardalen University 

MLR Multiple Linear Regression 

PCA Principal component analysis 

PLSR Partial least squared regression 

SEK Swedish krona 

SMHI Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute 

TSR Time series regression 

VAT Value added tax (sv: moms) 
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DEFINITIONS 

Definition Description 

A posteriori Experience-based knowledge. Denoting reasoning or 
knowledge which proceeds from observations or 
experiences to the deduction of probable causes. 

Descriptive 
statistics 

Helps describe, show or summarize data in a 
meaningful way. This limits the method to only 
describe and/or draw conclusion about the gathered 
dat. This means that descriptive statistics is not 
developed on the basis of probability theory, unlike 
inferential statistics. 

Deterministic A deterministic system or model is one in which no 
randomness is involved, meaning that it will produce 
the same result under the same conditions. 

Empirical Information collected that is provable or verifiable by 
experience or experiment. 

Epistemology A branch of philosophy concerned with the theory of 
knowledge. Or the study of the nature of knowledge, 
justification, and the rationality of belief. 

Iff If and only if 

Inference 
statistics 

Uses a random sample taken from a limited number 
of outcomes or a population to describe and make 
inferences about the whole population. Inferential 
statistics are valuable when knowledge of all possible 
outcomes is not possible or an when examination of 
an entire population is not convenient or possible. 

Isomorphism An isomorphism is a map that preserves sets and 
relations among elements. The word is derived from 
the Greek iso, meaning “equal”, and morphism, 
meaning “to form or to shape”. 

Price model 1 
(PM1) 

The 2017 DH price model for businesses 

Price model 2 
(PM2) 

The 2019 DH price model for businesses 
 

Statistical 
model 

A statistical model is based on collected empirical 
data, often in large quantities, for the purpose of 
inferring proportions in a whole from those in a 
representative sample. Its main purpose is analysing 
stochastic variables and their probability 
distributions to describe the behaviours of a studied 
object. 

Stochastic Something that is randomly determined. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The main purpose of this report is to present to the customers of Mälarenergi’s (ME) new 

district heat (DH) price model what an active choice of base and peak load entails, for the 

following year. The aim is to accomplish this by performing a risk assessment on the 

customer’s choice of loads, utilizing their DH consumption and eight weather parameters 

(rain intensity, wind speed, wind direction, wind gust, rainfall, relative humidity, 

atmospheric pressure and outside temperature). The customer’s weather conditions for the 

upcoming year will be extracted from previously measured weather data, which will be seen 

as different future cases i.e. plausible outcomes. From these outcomes the DH consumption 

will be predicted based on how the consumption relates to the weather conditions. A 

literature study about Mälarenergi’s price models, multivariate regression modelling and DH 

in general will be conducted to complement the research. 

1.1 Background 

Investigating this DH price model is beneficial for the customers as it creates an incentive to 

be more energy efficient because of the economic benefit to be had, which in turn lowers the 

total energy consumption in the region. Consequently, the Swedish climate goals can be 

reached sooner. Since this DH price model is not even a year old (it was released in august 

2018) and due to its complicated nature, this thesis aims to help customers make informed 

choices regarding their heat consumption. From this knowledge the customers also have a 

chance to understand how their DH consumption affects their costs and adapt accordingly if 

possible. Finally, this report aims to demonstrate how weather parameter variations correlate 

to the heat consumption of DH users. This knowledge can further help customers optimize 

their consumption patterns and create a foundation for future studies in energy efficiency 

improvements.   

1.1.1 Environmental context  

The consensus among researchers is that the climate is changing (meaning change unlike 

predicted patterns from observed empirical data) and the cause is believed to be 

anthropogenic (man-made) (Cook et al., 2013). This has led to climate change taking a vital 

part in the current political climate. According to the United Nations (2016), climate change 

is a persisting challenge that governments and global organizations are continuously trying to 

counteract. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) announced in October 

2018 that after the 1.5°C global warming mark, adverse impacts of climate change will 

happen. In order to not reach the 1.5°C mark however, profound and rapid changes are 

required in all areas of society.  
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The long-term climate goal in Sweden is to reach net emissions of zero by 2045, meaning the 

emissions put out should not exceed the emissions removed. In order to reach this goal, 

different stages have been announced by the Swedish government, such as decreasing the 

emissions from the non-commercial sector by 40 % until 2020 (compared to 1990) and 

decreasing the domestic transportation emissions by 70% until 2030 (compared to 2010), 

according to Naturvårdsverket (2018).  

Heat demand is most common in areas such as industry, agriculture, residential living and 

facilities. Manufacturing processes in the industry sector can require heat to be very hot, such 

as in glass, steel or paper manufacturing. Maintaining a comfortable inside temperature is 

also of importance in these facilities, which is also true for residential houses, especially 

during the colder months of the year. Heat is also needed in houses to heat up tap water. In 

the agriculture sector, heat is needed to dry crops and to heat up animal stables. All these 

different heating demands are usually met using fuels in nearby boilers. Therefore, the 

heating market is closely related to the fuel market. When district heating is used, it is 

delivered in competition with any fuels the customer is using in their own boiler, if they have 

one. (Frederiksen & Werner, 2014) 

The Swedish heating market has for the last 40 years been increasing as a result of a higher 

heat demand. However, as heating methods and buildings are becoming more energy 

efficient, because of ambitious sustainable development goals, the increase is slowing down 

and therefore Sweden could potentially face a decreasing heat demand. Mainly, four different 

technologies are competing for the heating market, these are: biofuel boilers, electric heating, 

heat pumps and district heating. Energy wise the district heating holds more than 50% of the 

heating market share. This means that the district heating market is easily affected by a 

warmer climate and improved energy solutions which would make the customers more 

energy efficient. (Sköldberg & Rydén, 2014) 

District heating (DH) is considered to be both environmentally sustainable and cost-effective 

and as such, it has become the common heating method in Sweden. The reason behind these 

benefits stems from how district heat is generated. Otherwise wasted resources, such as 

waste (both domestic and foreign) and waste heat from industrialized processes are used to 

generate heat (in the form of hot water) that is distributed in a system of pipes to heat up the 

end-user’s facilities. (Song, 2017)  

1.1.2 Mälarenergi - The district heat provider 

Mälarenergi is a company owned by the municipality of Västerås that provides district 

heating to local households and commercial buildings, from several combined heat and 

power plants. These plants consist of five different boilers that run on different fuels and in 

2020, a new boiler and turbine will be installed that align with Mälarenergi’s own goals for 

sustainable development. This new boiler and turbine will be fueled by recycled wood, 

making all five facilities independent of fossil fuels and instead only renewable or recycled 

fuels will be used. (Mälarenergi, 2019b) 
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Mälarenergi uses the boiler with the lowest operating cost as a base load, which is fueled by 

waste and biofuel. Peak loads are covered by more expensive fuels and plants. As events of 

extreme weather occurs more frequently the heat demand becomes more volatile, which 

increases the temporary usage of the peak boilers and thus increasing their emissions and 

costs. Users opting for another way to obtain heat is another issue for district heating 

companies like Mälarenergi. Heat pumps have become popular lately due to how energy 

efficient they have become and because they allow users to lower their cost for heating by 

adapting to the electricity price, which is controlled by the market and not set on a yearly or 

seasonal basis by the district heating company. (Song, 2017)  

To remain viable and competitive on the market, multiple district heat companies, including 

Mälarenergi, have changed their pricing modules to give the customer more ways to influence 

their total cost (Song, Li, & Wallin, May 1, 2017a). Mälarenergi introduced their new price 

model on the 1st of august 2018 for its larger customers, such as apartment complexes and 

commercial buildings, and not for private customers (Mälarenergi, 2018b). This new price 

module is based around the customer’s choice of base and peak load for their heat demand. 

But if the customer exceeds their chosen peak load, they will have to pay an excess fee, which 

makes the customer's choice a financial risk on their behalf. Mälarenergi motivates this 

excess fee by stating that it gives customers incentive to save energy when it is very cold 

outside, thus reducing the need from Mälarenergi to fire up peak boilers with a higher 

production cost and greater climate impact compared to the base load boiler. Although, 

Mälarenergi will suggest a base and peak load to the customers and if they agree to these pre-

determined loads there will be no excess fee for overconsumption, thus reducing the 

customer’s risk. This new price model also means that the cost increases for customers with a 

higher heat demand. The old Mälarenergi price model had a yearly fixed cost independent of 

the customer’s size, and a variable cost that depended on the season. For villas this old price 

model is still active, but for larger customers the fixed fee is based on connected loads 

(Mälarenergi, 2017).  

1.1.3 Predicting the heating demand 

In order to optimally use the available resources from a power plant it is essential that the 

demand-side is predicted accurately. This prediction includes forecasting weather 

parameters and demand-side information, such as number of occupants (Saloux & 

Candanedo, 2018). In fact, buildings in Europe account for 40% of the total energy usage. 

Predicting the energy consumption from buildings has therefore become important, and the 

method used to predict has changed as well, from calculating the energy consumption to real-

time monitoring using analyzed and measured data (Jovanović, Sretenović, & Živković, 

2015). 

A study conducted by Lazos, Sproul and Kay (2014) reviewed different methods of predicting 

energy demand by using weather forecasts. They generalized that there are three forecasting 

classifications; machine learning methods, physical methods and statistical methods, and 

that hybrids between them exist to complement each other. They found that statistical 

approaches are easy to implement, yield short simulation times and they do not require 
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intense calculating power. Examples of statistical techniques are: Multiple Linear Regression 

(MLR) (Tiryaki & Aydın, 2014), PCR and PLS. The drawbacks with statistical techniques are 

that they depend on consistent historical data when solving non-linear problems and they 

have a difficult time interpreting such non-linear relationships. For this reason, machine 

learning techniques are recommended as an alternative because they are better at solving 

non-linear relationships. Nonetheless, Lazos et al (2014) mentioned that machine learning 

algorithms are complicated and computationally intense, yet they still rely on consistent and 

reliable historical data. Overfitting to the datasets is another issue with machine learning. 

The most commonly used machine learning techniques are: Artificial Neural Networks 

(ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Decision Trees (DT) (Saloux & Candanedo, 

2018). Physical methods are about physically interpreting the relationships between the 

input and output variables, or as Lazos et al (2014) put it, analyzing the hidden yet critical 

principles that control the system. This means using mathematics to model a physical process 

to forecast a future state. Physical models are often hard to estimate accurately and often 

simplifications are made, which of course makes the results less credible. (Lazos et al., 2014) 

1.2 Purpose 

The main goal with this report is to present a deeper understanding and insight about 

Mälarenergi’s new district heat price model to its customers, which will include what their 

choice of base and peak load entails. This will be achieved by analyzing and modelling the 

correlation between weather conditions and the DH consumption. 

 

1.3 Research questions 

 What method of multivariate data analysis is most appropriate and accurate when 
using previous DH consumption and weather conditions to predict future DH 
consumption?  

 
 How should a customer choose their base and peak loads for the upcoming year in the 

new DH price model? 

 
 Which of the two Mälarenergi DH price models is the most profitable and how does 

the customer size affect the profitability? 
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1.4 Delimitation  

The delimitations are split into the four different subtitles: multivariate modelling, data 

gathering, price model, and meteorological delimitations. 

1.4.1 Multivariate modelling delimitations 

All three forecasting classifications mentioned in 1.1.3 Predicting the heating demand (i.e. 

machine learning methods, physical methods and statistical methods) will not be studied, 

mainly due to time and knowledge limitations. Instead the focus will only be on statistical 

methods, since the authors of this thesis are most familiar with statistical methods, especially 

linear regression.  

Machine learning methods were mentioned by several teachers (Engström, 2019; 

Lundengård, 2019; Skvaril, 2019) as being computationally demanding and time consuming, 

moreover the authors lack basic knowledge of the principals behind machine learning 

methods. 

For a physical method to work, a house needs to be modelled physically, such as the 

dimensions and heat transfer coefficient of the walls and windows. This is a method SMHI 

uses, according to Karlsson (2019) who is an employee at SMHI. Karlsson did not 

recommend physical method since sufficient knowledge is missing about the houses or 

buildings for this project, apart from the DH consumption. Instead he recommended 

statistical methods. 

1.4.2 Data gathering delimitations 

The consumption data will exclusively be obtained from ME on an hourly basis. The 

authorization for this was granted by the housing company Mimer AB, after asking for 

permission to investigate their customers’ DH consumption. This authorization can be seen 

in Appendix 1: Grant from mimer AB. A geographical delimitation will be that only district 

heat data from customers of Mälarenergi in the county of Västmanland will be investigated. 

The same goes for meteorological data; all of it will be gathered by Mälarenergi from the 

Västmanland region. The weather data given from Mälarenergi consisted of the following 

eight variables: rain intensity [mm/h], wind direction [degrees], rainfall [mm], relative 

humidity [%], atmospheric pressure [mbar], wind speed [m/s], wind gust [m/s], outside 

temperature [°C]. The time period in which data is received goes from 2010-01-01 to 2019-

03-10. However, a lot of weather data between 2010 and 2012 is invalid (no measurements), 

thus no data sooner than 2012 will be used from Mälarenergi. 

The consumption data from Mälarenergi for the nine customers was gathered between 2014 

to 2018. This limited the model’s sample size to data from 2014 to 2018, instead of 2012-

2018 from which weather data was obtained.  

Leap year dates will not be considered. To get accurate data for a day that occurs so rarely, 

once every fourth year, many more years of data is needed, or rather, a lot of leap year data is 
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needed. The extra work and data needed for just one day was deemed not worthwhile, 

especially due to time limitations.  

1.4.3 Price model delimitations 

An important delimitation for the customer is how strong the correlation coefficient is 

between the weather conditions and the customer’s DH consumption.  Specifically, the 

degree days are considered for this delimitation of customers. If the correlation between the 

degree days and a customer’s DH consumption of the same time period is below 90%, the 

correlation is not strong enough, and the customer’s DH consumption cannot be accurately 

predicted. 

This thesis will only look at past and present DH price models developed by Mälarenergi. The 

present DH price model (PM2) refers to the one introduced on the 1st of august of 2018 for 

their larger customers and the past model (PM1) refers to the one that predated the new one. 

Both price models will be further explained in the literature study.  

Irregularities and deviations in the price model itself will not be considered. This means 

deviations such as inflation or annual price adjustments made by Mälarenergi themselves or 

similar alterations.  

No customer is assumed to have a larger baseload than 3 MW. According to Port (2019) the 

largest DH customers, such as schools and hospitals, did not have a consumption that 

exceeded roughly 7 MW. However, 3 MW is somewhat an arbitrary number, because it could 

be a little smaller, and a lot larger. A limit needs to be set somewhere nonetheless, and so 3 

MW is large enough for all customers to fall within, but it is not infinite which would be 

computationally challenging for the MATLAB code.  

The customers investigated will be divided into three different groups based on yearly 

consumption. For the small customers a range of 100-300 MWh, for the medium a range of 

800-1500 MWh, and for the larger customers a range of 4000-5000 MWh. 

The calculations will be done without value added tax; however, this will be clearly stated in 

the appropriate sections to not cause confusion.  

1.4.4 Meteorological delimitations 

Due to not having enough knowledge about what determines the weather parameters, these 

parameters will therefore be seen as stochastic variables with unknown degrees of 

freedom due to them being connected to an unknown number of variables. Therefore, to be 

able to predict the consumption for one year into the future, empirical data from SMHI (of 

the eight weather parameters) will be gathered and used on as many different possible 

outcomes as time allows for the upcoming year. These empirical cases will be used to create a 

probability distribution for possible and reasonable future outcomes. These outcomes are not 

completely accurate due to not accounting for other parameters like global warming, but they 

are reasonable since they are measured from past experiences.  
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1.5 Thesis structure 

The overall arrangement of the report starts with outlying the background, purpose and 

research questions. It then goes into the method in how to reach the goal and how to proceed 

to be able to answer the pledged research questions. A literary study is then held to gather 

enough information and knowledge about the subject, here a study of district heat technology 

is performed as well as investigating the price models of ME. To choose a fitting statistical 

analytical method for this thesis, an analysis of different modelling techniques was 

conducted, which will be presented further under current study.  

The structure of the current study is:  

 How the data was collected from ME and SMHI 

 How the chosen regression method was established, through the use of Unscrambler. 

 How MATLAB was used. 

 How the Bootstrapping method was used. 

 

Result will then follow a similar structure with main content presented in the following 

bulleted list. 

 The gathered consumption and weather data from ME and SMHI 

 The result from the first price model 

 The result from the second price model 

 The result regarding the differences between the two price models and validation  

 The result from Unscrambler 

 The result regarding prediction annual cost 

 The result from bootstrapping 

 Analysis of the predicted results 
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2 METHOD 

The overarching method of this report is composed of understanding and describing 

Mälarenergi’s price models, analyzing gathered empirical data, building a model based on the 

empirical and predicted data and finally, analyzing and visualizing the results for 

presentative and educational purposes. The working method for data gathering and analyzing 

in this report was based on a quantitative method (Nationalencyklopedin, 2019a). The data 

collected i.e. the consumption and weather data from Mälarenergi was empirical and 

quantifiable. The gathered data was classified and analyzed using Excel, MATLAB and 

Unscrambler, where statistical concepts and methods were utilized, such as: correlation 

coefficients, principle components, normal distribution, confidence interval and linear 

regression. The logic overarching the work process is illustrated below in Table 1. 

Surrounding these modelling steps information was gathered from different sources to 

progress to the next step. This was done through literature, interviews, conversations and 

discussions.  

 

Table 1 Steps of the thesis process 

Step Process Program 

1 Data gathering & processing Excel 

2 Price model analysis MATLAB 

3 Regression analysis Unscrambler 

4 Prediction analysis Unscrambler/MATLAB 

5 Statistical analysis Excel/Statkey 

2.1 Ethics and methodology 

The methodology utilized in this report has its root in the western scientific paradigm which 

seeks to gain a posterior knowledge by testing hypothesis against the real world (Kant, 1999). 

Although, a thesis or claim must have an isomorphic relationship with reality to make it true 

(Wittgenstein, 2016). According to Russell (2001) a belief or proposition is true iff there is 

corresponding fact supporting it. While according to Moore (1901) the idea of truth, whom 

akin to Russel advocated for realism instead of idealism, can be summed up as: For a 

proposition to be true is for it to ‘be real’ i.e. for it to be a part of reality. It is important to be 

cognizant that Russel and Moore’s work followed in the footsteps of Locke and Mill’s earlier 

writings. These mentioned philosophers, among others, laid the ground for our modern 

scientific methodology which now has a strong standard on requiring a true thesis to be 

repeatable by others and match empirical data. Propositions or claims that successfully 

fulfills these axioms and definitions stated, are generally accepted as valid. Thus, knowledge 

about the world derived in this way has a scientific consensus to be true and often substituted 

as representations of objective truth. The theory of truth that unifies the philosophers 

mentioned is called the correspondence theory of truth which originated from empiricism 

and logical positivism, and it is upon this epistemological ground that this thesis 
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methodology stands (Nationalencyklopedin, 2019b). The sources used in this report is seen 

to follow similar methodologies, which justifies their usage. 

2.2 Literature study and interviews 

The literature study carried out was split into two main topics; district heat and statistical 

analyses. The following subchapters will go into detail on how each topic was implemented in 

the literature study. As a supplement to the literature, interviews were held via phone or in 

person.  

2.2.1 District heat 

The district heat literature study consisted of information from books, reports and the 

Internet. The reports were accessed from databases supported by Mälardalen University, 

which were Science Direct and Diva.  

The keywords used to find articles about district heat price models were; district heat, price 

model, restructured price model and heat market. Once an article was found, the abstract or 

introduction chapter was read to determine if the report could be applied on this thesis. If 

this was the case, the report was examined to find relevant parts and sources referenced 

therein were also looked at. This type of literature study method is called the snowball effect 

which was used extensively throughout the report. The recommended articles suggested by 

Science Direct was found to be quite helpful in finding similar articles as well.  

Books about district heat were searched on using the database Primo, provided by the 

university’s library.  

Information about Mälarenergi’s current and past price models was gathered from the 

company website. For further explanations about their pricing components, Mälarenergi was 

contacted either by phone or email, but the supervisor Einar Port also provided further 

information when needed. 

2.2.2 Multivariate and statistical analysis 

The multivariate literature study was carried out with assistance from Jan Skvaril (2019), 

assistant professor in energy engineering at MDH. From Skvaril, different methods were 

suggested that were later used as search words, such as; principal component analysis (PCA), 

partial least squared regression (PLSR) and time series regression (TSR). These search words 

were used on Science Direct and the snowball effect was used in these articles. 

On a later date, Karl Lundengård (2019) and Christopher Engström (2019), both doctorate 

students in applied mathematics at MDH, were contacted to learn more specific information 

about PCA and linear regression. Their expertise and help provided guidance towards a 

better understanding of how to utilize the given data with different multivariate methods.  
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In conversation with Fredrik Karlsson (2019) from SMHI, different point of views on what 

regression method to use and how to use them were held. His recommendation was to try 

and read about the most commonly used regression methods, such as: linear regression, 

principle component regression and partial least squared regression. This was done in order 

to learn how to use them and to become aware about their strength and weaknesses. He also 

mentioned that an important part when working with regression modelling is to categorize 

the input data when creating the training set. Categorization entails branding part of the data 

depending on different inherent observed aspects. For example, characterizing the data 

depending on what day of the week it is. The goal is to try and catch the social pattern for the 

customers this way. 

A combination of the search words for district heat and multivariate data analysis was used to 

mix the two topics together, such as; predicting heat demand principal component analysis 

and regression analysis predicting heat demand. The snowball effect provided many similar 

articles here and the recommended articles by Science Direct were also helpful and 

applicable. 

2.3 Gathering of the empirical data 

All empirical data used was obtained from ME. This includes the district heat consumption, 

with a permission to use this data from the housing company Bostad AB Mimer, and all the 

weather condition data as well. For more details, go to 1.4.4 Meteorological delimitations. 

2.4 Modelling and analyzing software 

The gathered data was mainly handled in Excel where it was sorted and modified to be more 

accessible when working with it in MATLAB and Unscrambler. Hence, Excel acted as a 

database for practical purposes, while MATLAB was primarily used for modelling purposes 

and Unscrambler was used for predicting and analyzing future data. 

2.4.1 The Unscrambler 

The Unscrambler is a software used for analyzing multivariate data. By importing tables of 

data, Unscrambler can find internal relationships between two or more different sets of 

matrices, pre-process the data such as zero-centering and normalizing, validate the data and 

results, predict unknown outcomes based on the relationships between sets of data and much 

more depending on the chosen method. 

2.4.2 Excel  

Excel was thoroughly used for sorting and modifying the data in numerous different ways. 

The district heat consumption and weather parameter data were gathered from Mälarenergi, 
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stored in Excel and then sorted after different time periods, such as hourly, daily and yearly. 

Excel was therefore used as a database or storage of all the raw Mälarenergi data. With the 

other software used in this thesis, MATLAB and Unscrambler, the Excel data could easily be 

imported for a specified time period or a time basis. Organizing the data in Unscrambler and 

MATLAB too would have been tedious and time consuming when Excel does the data sorting 

so well. 

The correlation coefficient between outside temperature and DH consumption was done in 

Excel using a simple built in Excel function. This was done to see how well the temperature 

correlates to a customer’s DH consumption of the same specific time period. Excel was later 

used to visualize the results in graphs and tables, which were put in the report as results. 

2.4.3 MATLAB 

MATLAB was used for modelling, optimizing and analyzing purposes when studying the 

price models and the different predicted outcomes. The first part of the MATLAB model 

focuses on input data e.g. how many customers, how many years and have many predictions 

should be made or taken into consideration when running the simulation. The second part is 

aimed at importing data from the database made in Excel. While the third part does the 

modelling for each price model, with the goal of calculating the total annual cost for each 

customer. The fourth part of the model uses the predicted data from Unscrambler to 

calculate the annual cost and optimal load choices for the upcoming year. In the fifth and 

final step of the model, the results from PM1, PM2 and all prediction outcomes are exported 

to Excel for further analysis. This is done in order to create a confidence interval for the 

customer's choice of base load and total annual cost. 
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3 LITERATURE STUDY 

The literature study is split into several subchapters that follow the general disposition of the 

report. At first, a broad background is given on district heat and how it works which leads 

into the district heating sector in its current state today. The topic then moves onto a 

description of different price models that district heating companies implement. This leads to 

a description of the two price models currently used by Mälarenergi, PM1 and PM2.  

Then a short section gives the background of degree days and how the concept is used. 

Thereafter, the literature study moves on to the researched multivariate prediction methods. 

These prediction methods were researched to find a method best suitable for this thesis’s 

research question i.e. what multivariate method is appropriate when using previous DH 

consumption and weather conditions to predict future DH consumption. 

A few other relevant topics are studied as well, such as how many input variables are optimal 

for a prediction model and how to deal with the sample size. 

3.1 A short summary of how district heat works 

District heating has found its main purpose in city areas. The heat demand from the district 

heat customers is provided by available heat sources and is characterized by centralized heat 

production (Djurić Ilić, 2014), resulting in a total lower resource utilization compared to 

conventional residential boilers (Frederiksen & Werner, 2014). Frederiksen and Werner 

(2014) propose three components for a district heating company to be competitive on the 

market: A suitable and cheap heat source, heat demand from the heat market, and a 

distribution of pipelines that connect the customer with the supplier. The most optimal 

situation is to have all these components be local, in order to avoid distribution losses in 

longer and more expensive pipelines. 

District heat is mainly delivered to customers to heat up their buildings and tap water, but 

also to the industry sector for their manufacturing processes (Frederiksen & Werner, 2014). 

The pipeline distribution network in Sweden contains pressurized water as the heat medium 

(Djurić Ilić, 2014). Moreover by Djurić Ilić (2014), the supply temperature of the heat 

medium varies according to the seasons, usually around 75°C to 95°C, with a maximum 

temperature limit of approximately 120°C due to design temperature limits in the pipes. 

During the summer the supply temperature is the lowest, which results in decreased 

distribution heat losses which in turn allows for a higher electricity efficiency in combined 

heat and power plants (CHP plants).  

The five most common, suitable local heat sources for district heat, according to Frederiksen 

and Werner (2014) are: 

 Combined heat and power production 

 Waste-to-energy, meaning use of excess heat from waste incineration 

 Useful excess heat from the industry sector 

 Difficult to handle fuels, such as waste wood, straw or olive kernels. 
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 Geothermal heat 

 

As seen by these five heat sources, the same energy supply is not used by district heating 

sources as by more traditional local heat sources, such as from fossil fuels or electricity. These 

traditional heat sources are also taxed, either with carbon dioxide tax or consumption tax, 

which recycled heat is not. However, district heating systems have a distribution cost which 

local heat sources do not. This distribution cost consists of network investment costs (and 

eventual annual payback of the investments) as well as operational costs. Thus, for district 

heating systems to be competitive on the market, its heat generation and distribution costs 

need to be lower than the heat generation cost of local heat sources. (Persson & Werner, 

2011) 

Of the five district heating sources mentioned above, the most common in the country to heat 

up apartment buildings and facilities comes from heat plants and CHP plants, according to 

(Energimyndigheten, 2016). This is also how Mälarenergi provides heat to their customers, 

from the biggest CHP plant in the country (Mälarenergi, 2019c). This facility utilizes several 

different fuels for their five boilers, but mostly renewable biofuels are used. When needed, 

the peak load is covered by peat. A CHP plant works by generating steam at a high pressure 

and temperature in a boiler. This steam is then used to run a turbine that drives a generator. 

From the generator, electrical current is transmitted to the grid. Only around 40% of the 

energy in the steam can be converted to electricity by the turbine, the remaining energy after 

the turbine is then exchanged through the condenser to the DH network. This heat is now 

seen as useful because it is utilized by the DH network instead of being wasted to a heat sink. 

This part of the CHP plant increases the total efficiency to around 90%. (Mälarenergi, n/d) 

3.2 A new phase for district heat 

The district heating sector is changing in Sweden, due to several trends investigated in 

several research papers (Aberg & Henning, 2011; Magnusson, 2012, 2016; Persson & Werner, 

2011). Sweden’s sustainable development goals have led to an improvement in energy 

efficiencies in buildings, which according to Åberg and Henning (2011) is considered to be 

positive for the environment, but this has also led to unwanted effects. This is because more 

energy efficient buildings lead to an overall reduced heat demand which affects the 

production of electricity and heat from CHP plants. According to Persson and Werner (2011), 

the total heat demand of European cities will most likely decrease. Keeping the heat demand 

high is more profitable for CHP plants since more electricity is then being co-generated, 

which is beneficial from an environmental point of view as well, as it reduces the need for less 

efficient power plants. This has led to a conversation if energy saving efforts in Swedish 

buildings in reality reduce climate impact and energy usage, or if it is detrimental instead, 

because reductions in the district heating demand lead to reductions in the electricity which 

is co-produced in the plants (Aberg & Henning, 2011). 

District heat companies have had to change their time period that they make predictions for, 

according to Port (2019). Mälarenergi and other DH companies used to look at a 30-year 
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time period of weather patterns to make predictions for an upcoming year. In later years 

however, due to a warmer climate, this 30-year period can no longer make accurate 

predictions. This is why Mälarenergi made the switch to look at the latest 10 years of weather 

data for their forecasts. 

District heating systems are usually not designed for buildings with a low heat demand, 

which is due to the high distribution losses this connection causes. Moreover, buildings with 

a low heat demand connected to a DH system could be stuck paying an irrationally high cost 

because of a fixed fee pricing model. Despite these negative aspects of connecting low heating 

demand houses to a DH system, it is still possible if the DH-company and the housing 

developers are owned by the municipality with a shared view on how the energy system 

should be developed (Åberg & Henning, 2011). This is the case for Mälarenergi and the 

housing company Bostads AB Mimer in the region, which are both owned by Västerås 

(Mimer, 2018; Mälarenergi, 2018a). 

As discussed by Larsson (2011) in his master thesis within the sustainable Energy systems 

program at Chalmers, in a “... fully functioning and deregulated market the price paid by 

consumers should be kept in balance with the supply …" (Larsson, 2011, p. 36). This infers 

that as the marginal production cost fluctuates, so does the price consumers pay. However, in 

the present DH market (meaning PM1 in this case since ME already switched price structure) 

when the production cost increases (such as cold winter months) the energy cost for DH is 

not affected. In other words, the production cost is not reflected by the consumption cost. 

Magnusson (2012) discovered that the DH sector is moving towards a stagnation phase, 

meaning that the DH system’s previous phases of expansion and improvement measures 

have seized and now the system is balanced or on the decline. Ever since the middle of the 

1990’s the heat load has stagnated, and the greatest influence behind this, according to 

Magnusson (2012), is the energy efficiency measures in buildings. Other influencing factors 

are the market competition (especially from heat pumps), heat market saturation and climate 

change. The climate change is expected to have a bigger influence in the future (Magnusson, 

2012). This stagnation phase has led to DH companies adapting new strategies and price 

models to stay competitive and keep their customers (Song, 2017; Song et al., May 1, 2017a).  

3.3 A general description of DH price models 

Price models for district heating can be constructed in a variety of different ways, however, 

according to (Larsson, 2011) there are two basic pricing methods implemented for all 

customers that the price models are then based on. Cost based pricing is the first method, 

which is designed to correlate the district heat price with all the costs involved in producing 

and delivering it. Alternative pricing is the second pricing method, which addresses the 

competitive heating market by trying to set the price lower than its competitors, while still 

making a profit. According to (SWECO, 2013), heat pumps are the biggest competitor to DH 

and it is projected that in 2020 a ground source heat pump will be more profitable than close 

to half of all DH systems in Sweden. However, adapting new DH price models can increase 

the competitiveness and make heat pumps less attractive than DH. 
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Unlike Larsson (2011), Byseke and Högberg (2011) suggest one more DH pricing method 

other than the ones based on cost and competition. This third method is based on the 

demand for DH, which can be founded on the customers’ perception of district heat or the 

value of the service in a way that satisfies the customer.  

In Larsson’s (2011) master thesis on pricing models in district heating, four price 

components, in no particular order, are presented that commonly occur in the DH price 

models. It is up to the DH-company to decide which of these four components to include in 

their price model. The first price component is the energy demand, which means the 

customer pays a price for each kWh of energy delivered. This energy price is usually seasonal 

based, either with two or three different seasonal prices included (Byseke & Högberg, 2011).  

The second price component is the fixed component. A recurrent price structure of the fixed 

cost is one based on previous year’s heat consumption, but as Larsson (2011) explains, 

companies describe this price structure as being fixed, which it is for the present year, but it 

can also be considered variable because it is proportional to the heat used.  

The third price component is based on capacity, or load, which is a component based on the 

load the customer takes out and is measured in kW. This price component is based on 

categories, usually with a category being the number of hours it takes with a maximum load 

to provide the annual consumption of heat. Most DH companies utilize different categories 

depending on the size of the customer, i.e. residential buildings or larger facilities for 

instance. Some companies measure the category load based on the maximum load from the 

customer over a determined period of time, for instance a day or one hour. (Byseke & 

Högberg, 2011) 

The fourth price component is the flow demand component, which is described by both 

Larsson (2011) and Byseke and Högberg (2011) as being an uncommon DH price component 

but it is still used in a variety of ways. This component can be based on the flow of district 

heat water through the customer’s heat exchanger, with a cost such as SEK/m3. Additionally, 

it can incorporate the return temperature of the water from the customer. Lower return 

temperatures are more efficient for the DH production and thus customers with an efficient 

heat exchanger are rewarded with a lower cost. The average return temperature of all the 

customers can be used to set the cost, meaning a customer above the average pays more, thus 

giving an incentive to customers to keep their heat exchangers in good shape or alternatively 

buy a more efficient one (Larsson, 2011).  

According to Song, Li, and Wallin (May 15, 2017b), who researched different components of 

80 DH price models, energy demand components are included in 63% of all price models and 

this component stood for 68% of a typical house’s district heat cost. The flow cost is included 

in 50% of these price models, however, for the average household this flow cost only accounts 

for 2% of the total heating cost. The load demand component exists in 87% of the price 

models and accounts for 28% of the cost. Finally, the fixed component is in 60% of the 

investigated price models and it stands for 1% of the cost.  
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3.4 Mälarenergi’s DH price models 

According to Mälarenergi’s price policies, the price is based upon a combination between 

market comparison and directives decided by the county. The basis for the price is to cover 

the total cost of the production and to be able to deliver the DH with high quality and 

security. In addition to this, there are some return requirements where a majority of the 

income is to be re-invested back into the company and a small amount is taken out as profit. 

As stated by Mälarenergi the price should give the customer incentives to optimize their 

energy usage, and thus consume less. This should make it possible to connect more 

customers in the future which will increase the longevity of the network but also reduces their 

climate impact. The price needs to be in parity with what other energy companies are 

demanding in Sweden, it should also be competitive with other energy sources on the market. 

This includes the investment cost and operating cost, as well as the consumption cost 

[SEK/MWh]. Mälarenergi’s goal is for a long-term sustainable “price setting” to be done in 

dialog with the customers, where the price is set one year in advance, as well as a price 

direction for an additional two years is set. These guidelines are shared between the old and 

the new price model. (Mälarenergi, 2017, 2018b)  

The return temperature of the district heat is largely influenced by the heat exchangers and 

DH substations from the connected customers. A lower return temperature results in 

decreased costs, both on the distribution and the production side of the business. Because of 

this, Mälarenergi has implemented a flow cost for its larger customers, over 10 kW, that is 

applied from October to April. It is implemented to give an incentive to property owners to be 

more environmentally friendly and at the same time save money. The flow cost is calculated 

by taking the amount of DH water in m3 per MWh of energy for each customer and 

comparing that to the average for all customers over a month. Customers with a higher 

return temperature than the average receive an extra fee that is given to customers that have 

a lower return temperature than the average. (Mälarenergi, 2010) According to Port (2019), 

the flow premium cost is in PM1 and the newer PM2 DH price model.  

On Mälarenergi’s website discussing the 2018 DH price model and in the more detailed 

brochure, there is no explicit mention of any choices the customer has in terms of influencing 

the costs. However, it is stated that the customer has an opportunity to affect their energy 

usage and load capabilities. Port (2019) clarified the different options a customer of the new 

DH price model has. The customer has in fact four choices; choosing only the base load, 

choosing only the peak load, choosing both, and letting Mälarenergi choose. When only 

choosing the peak or base load, Mälarenergi makes the remaining choice for the customer. 

PM1 is for villas and PM2 for organizations, businesses and housing cooperatives. A customer 

cannot switch between paying the fixed fee of one category to another. For instance, a villa 

cannot switch to paying the fixed fee that a housing cooperative has, even if they have a large 

consumption and would benefit from the switch. Port (2019) discussed that this should be 

changed in the near future and as of right now what price model a customer pays is 

determined by how the property is classified. This classification depends on who owns the 

property, if it is privately owned, PM1 is applied, and if it is owned by a company or 

organization, PM2 is applied.  
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3.4.1 Price model 1 (PM1) 

All customers attain two fixed fees based on their maximum consumption capacity, also 

called connection load which is measured in kW. The first fee is a subscription fee that is a 

fixed yearly cost for all villa customers. However, for bigger customers the subscription fee is 

based on connection load intervals, Table 2. This means the customers’ subscription fee 

depends on the size category that the customer falls into, the fee is levied as SEK per year. 

The second fixed fee is the capacity fee which depends on the customer’s consumption 

capacity, this fee is levied as SEK per kW and year. The capacity fee also depends on the type 

of customer. The table shows two different prices separated by a slash character (/). This is 

because large properties and group connected houses have different fees in the 

categories.(Mälarenergi, 2017) 

All customers have the same seasonal (flexible) price which is levied as Swedish kronor per 

MWh. The price is at its lowest during the summer (May to September) and at its highest 

during the winter (December to February), and usually somewhere in between during the 

rest of the year, see Table 3 (Mälarenergi, 2017). According to (Song et al., May 15, 2017b) 

33% of the 80 investigated DH price models use seasonal energy demand components.  

Table 2 Fixed fee PM1 for large properties and group connected houses (Mälarenergi, 2017) 

Connected load [kW] Subscription fee [SEK/year] Capacity fee [SEK/kW, year] 

10-24 2 600 470/366 

25-49 4 690 420/300 

50-199 7 800 420/300 

200-599 13 665 420/300 

600-1499 17 565 420/300 

1500-3200 42 265 420/300 

>3200 117 075 400/290 
 

Table 3 Variable fee PM1 for large properties and villas (Mälarenergi, 2017) 

Season Large properties [SEK/MWh] Villas [SEK/MWh] 

Winter (Jan-Feb) 625 654 

Spring/Fall (Mar-May, Sep-Nov) 535 580 

Summer (Jun-Aug) 250 240 
 

3.4.2 Price model 2 (PM2) 

The new DH price model is applied to organizations, businesses and housing cooperatives. 

For villas the price model is still as PM1 with a variable fee depending on the seasons and a 

fixed fee that is the same for all villas. (Mälarenergi, 2018b) 

PM2 has a cost based on measured hourly load demand, and the energy price varies 

depending on what the power consumption is, see Table 4. In the table, column one presents 

the base load which either the customer or Mälarenergi can choose, but it is up to the 

customer who gets to choose. The base and peak loads are chosen once a year. The table 
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shows two different prices separated by a slash character (/). This is because large properties 

and group connected houses have different fees in the categories. 

Column two shows the annual subscription fee that is based on the chosen category of base 

load, it is therefore a fixed cost. Column three and four however are semi-fixed since they are 

based on the kW of base load chosen each year.  

Column three presents the semi-fixed cost of the base load, which is calculated by multiplying 

the chosen base load with the price category in the column.  

Column four presents the other semi-fixed cost that is based on the peak load, which is 

calculated by multiplying the chosen peak load with the price category in the column.  

The last column, column five, presents the overconsumption fee in SEK/kW that the 

customer pays annually. This fee is only applied when the customer chooses the base and 

peak load himself, and not when Mälarenergi is in charge, according to Port (2019). The 

overconsumption fee works by taking the highest daily consumption in kW and subtracting 

the chosen peak load in kW. This difference is then multiplied with the fee (1000 or 800), but 

if the customer never exceeds the peak load then no extra fee is applied of course 

(Mälarenergi, 2018b). According to (Song et al., May 15, 2017b), only 3% of the 80 

investigated DH price models have an overconsumption fee or similar as in PM2.  

Table 4 Fixed fee PM2. Large properties/group connected houses (Mälarenergi, 2018b) 

Base load 
[kW] 

Subscription fee 
[SEK/year] 

Base load 
[SEK/kW & year] 

Peak load 
[SEK/kW & year] 

Overconsumption 
fee [SEK/kW & 

year] 

0-24 191/152 790/632 500/400 1000/800 

25-79 1 421/1 137 739/591 500/400 1000/800 

80-149 7 954/6 363 656/525 500/400 1000/800 

150-249 21 724/17 379 564/451 500/400 1000/800 

250-499 53 884/43 107 435/347 500/400 1000/800 

>499 11 6904/93 523 309/247 500/400 1000/800 
 

The variable fee for PM2 is split into three price categories; peak, base and summer, see 

Table 5. The variable fee is paid for every MWh consumed that is within the chosen base load, 

which is measured every hour of the day (Port, 2019). 

Table 5 Variable fee PM2 (Mälarenergi, 2018b) 

  

Variable fee categories Cost [SEK/MWh] (excl. VAT) 

Peak energy 1040 

Base energy 343 

Summer energy 153 
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3.4.3 Difference between PM1 and PM2 

Table 6 below gives a brief overview of the differences between PM1 and PM2. The major 

difference is the load demand component, which is chosen by the provider in PM1 but it can 

be chosen by the customer in PM2. The fixed component is similar in both two price models; 

however, they differ between what the selected base load or assigned connected load is. 

Moreover, in PM1 there is only one extra fixed fee, the capacity fee which is charged on 

SEK/kW & year, and for PM2 there is the same fee both for the selected base load and the 

selected peak load. The energy demand component is seasonal in both price models, but in 

PM2 the only seasonal difference in price is during the summer. Furthermore, PM2 also 

depend on whether the energy demand is peak or base energy. During the summer, base and 

peak energy prices are both replaced with the summer energy price for PM2. The flow 

demand component (described in 3.4) is the same in both price models.  

Table 6 Overview of DH price components between PM1 and PM2 

 Fixed 
component 

Chosen Load 
demand component 

Energy demand 
component 

Flow demand 
component 

PM1 Yes, 
subscription & 
capacity fees 

No Yes, seasonal Yes 

PM2 Yes, 
subscription & 
capacity fees 

Yes Yes, seasonal & 
base/peak 

Yes, same as PM1 

 

Song (2017) found that when load demand components were introduced in district heating 

price models, users with a steady and constantly high load curve, such as hospitals and social 

services groups, profited from the price change. However, users with a steep consecutive load 

curve, meaning a consumption curve that fluctuates a lot but has a distinct pattern over time, 

faced cost increases due to the price change.   

3.5 Degree days 

According to Torbjörn Grönberg (2019), SMHI is in part a government body and in part a 

commercial company. They provide observed meteorological data for free on their website 

under the name Open data, supported by the taxpayers, while products like degree days and 

energy index are aimed at property owners and energy companies. The concept they call 

degree days is defined as the reference temperature subtracted by the daily average 

temperature. This will yield the number of degree days that would generate if the daily 

average is above the reference temperature. If not, that day would yield zero degree days. 

Degree days is first calculated for the normal case which is based on thirty years of data 

(1980-2010). The number of degree days is then calculated for the current year. Degree days 

are used to give the customer a broader sense of how much their consumption will be in 

relation to the temperature. According to Torbjörn, degrees days is normalized temperature, 

while energy index is a normalized weather data. Although, important to know is that if the 
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degree day factor is 110% the customers current consumption is expected to be 10% higher, 

and if the degree day factor is 90% the consumption is expected to be 10% lower. The agreed 

upon definition for a degree day is the reference temperature (RT) minus the daily average 

temperature (DAT), and you can never have a negative amount of degree days (Mälarenergi, 

2019a). Although, the reference temperature can differ between geographical location and/or 

purpose. The equation used by Mälarenergi is the following: 

If the DAT is higher than the RT this yields zero number of degree days, else: 

Degree days = Reference temperature – Daily average temperature 

3.6 Multivariate modelling/analysis/statistics 

Predicting the heating demand of customers is important for heat and power plants to 

optimally use the available resources (Saloux & Candanedo, 2018). However, such 

predictions are very complex due to the complicated synergy between energy systems, 

building heating demand and outside influences (Jovanović et al., 2015). This had led to 

more resources being put on real-time monitoring of energy use.  

3.6.1 Statistical methods 

Statistical forecasting methods are based on time series data to predict outcomes for the 

future. Specifically, it is about analyzing data in a time series of the given variable(s), 

according to Lazos et al (2014). A good example is if you have outside temperature data (or 

any weather parameter) and heating consumption for a given time period and you want to 

find the correlation between the input and output variables, as well as predict the output. 

A good regression model, according to the Unscrambler manual (CAMO Software AS, 2006), 

is one that can gather all relevant information for the prediction of the response variable 

from the given matrices of data. Nonetheless, noise and irrelevant information can end up 

influencing the prediction. These negative influences can be errors caused by faulty 

measurements, experimental errors or the response variable could have a variation caused by 

factors that are not present in the model.  

The data can either be designed or non-designed (CAMO Software AS, 2006). Designed data 

means that the data was developed or generated using some experiments or statistical tools. 

Non-designed data one could say is untampered, it has only been collected from a 

population. In designed data tables, the variables are orthogonal, meaning that the variables 

are uncorrelated to each other. A data set where one or more independent variables do 

correlate is non-orthogonal. According to the Unscrambler manual (CAMO Software AS, 

2006), MLR is an appropriate model when the data is orthogonal or designed. Non-designed 

data is usually not orthogonal, and projection techniques (i.e. PCR and PLS) are 

recommended for this type of data.  
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Markus Lipp (1995) made a comparison of MLR, PCR and PLS when determining the 

amount of foreign fat in European butter samples by building a model for its detection. The 

models offered results of fat detection limits in percentages, meaning a detection limit of, for 

instance, 5% meant any foreign fat content below 5% of the total butter mass could not be 

detected. The results showed that PLS yielded the lowest (and therefore the best) detection 

limit of 2%, PCR had 3% and MLR 3-5% depending on the equation used.  

In statistics there are two important concepts that should one should be cognizant of, these 

two are correlation and regression (PennState, 2018). Correlation addresses the relationship 

between variables while regression addresses how variables affect each other. 

3.6.2 Linear regression 

The concept of linear regression is used for finding a linear relationship between a dependent 

variable and one or more independent variables (PennState, 2018). The dichotomy between 

independent/dependent variables are sometimes also referred to as predictor/response or 

explanatory/outcome depending on the surrounding context of the model. It is used when 

analyzing a statistical based phenomenon, rather than a deterministically based one. The case 

regarding one independent variable is called Simple Linear Regression (SLR) while the case 

regarding multiple independent variables is called Multiple Linear Regression (MLR). Both 

these types of linear regression will be explained furthermore in the following sub-chapters.  

The purpose of linear regression is to find the best fitting line through the data, this means 

creating a straight line in which the sum of the squared distances from each data point is 

minimized, according to the Unscrambler manual (2006). A common way of studying the 

regression line against the empirical data is to look at the ANOVA table, which stands for 

Analysis Of Variance. The ANOVA tables main purpose is to break down the variations of a 

response into several parts, which later can be compared to each other when trying to identify 

significance differences in different data sets. The ANOVA table shows the different types of 

sum of squares (SS), the mean square (MS), degrees of freedom (DF) and several different 

test variables such as the F, T and P-test values, which will be described in the next sub-

chapter.  

3.6.2.1. Linear regression terminology  

When analyzing regression models there are a plethora of different validations and 

descriptive parameters, variables and coefficients to use (PennState, 2018). About a dozen of 

these will be defined and explained below, where similar terms are grouped together in the 

following tables to get a better view and understanding of them. However, to understand 

their definitions some terminology must first be established, see Table 7 for the most 

fundamental parameters and Table 8 to Table 10 for the more complex parameters and 

concepts frequently used within the linear regression field. 

The terms described in the table below is the response value which is the observed value or y-

value for the function followed by the regression response value, the mean response value 
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and estimated response value (Alm & Britton, 2008). The differences between the actual 

response value and the regression line is named the error value while the differences between 

the actual response value and the estimated value being named the residual. The term(s) 

called estimated encompasses the regressions, mean and other way of estimating a value or 

line, meaning that a regression line by definition is an estimated line but an estimated line 

does not necessarily need to be a regression line. 

 

Table 7 Linear regression terminology (Alm & Britton, 2008) 

Linear regression terminology 

Term Description Definition 

𝑦 The actual (observed) response values - 

�̂� The regression response values - 

�̅� The mean response values - 

𝑦∗ The estimated response values - 

Error 
The difference between the observed 

value and the regression value. 
𝑦 − �̂� 

Residual 
The difference between the observed 

value and the estimated value. 
𝑦 − 𝑦∗ 

Degrees of freedom (DoF) 

The Degrees of Freedom refers to the 
number of values (n) involved in the 

calculations that have the freedom to 
vary i.e. the DoF can be defined as the 

total number of observations minus the 
number of independent constraints (m) 
imposed on the observations and minus 

the number of parameters (p) 

𝑛 − 𝑚 − 𝑝 
Often shortened as 

(𝑁 − 𝑝) 
 
 

 

As Alm and Britton (2008) explains, the first category of terms is the sum of squares which 

describes how the regression line, mean line or both together differ from the actual response 

values, these sums help represent a prediction variation and/or deviation, see Table 8. The 

total sum of squares considers both the sum of squares from the data and from randomness 

or error, important to recognize is that if this value of the sum of squares regression is equal 

to the sum of squares total, the regression model captures all the observed variability.  

 

Table 8 Different definitions of Sum of Squares (Alm & Britton, 2008) 

Sum of squares 

Name Acronym Description Definition 

Sum of Squares Total SST 

The sum of the squares of 
the difference of the 

dependent variable and its 
mean. 

SSR + SSE or 

∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)2
𝑛

𝑖=1
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Sum of Squares Regression SSR 

The sum of differences 

between the predicted value 

and the mean of the 

dependent variable. 

∑ (�̂�𝑖 − �̅�)2
𝑛

𝑖=1
 

Sum of Squares Error SSE 

The sum of difference 

between the observed value 

and the predicted value. 
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖)2

𝑛

𝑖=1
 

 

The second category of terms in Table 9 is the mean of squares and standard regression 

error, as explained in the online course at Pennsylvania State University (2018). The mean 

squared error reflects how close a regression line is to a set of points. It manages this by 

squaring the distances from the points to the regression line and adding them, these 

distances are also called errors. It is vital to square the errors to remove the negative signs so 

that they do not cancel out the positive values. It is called the mean squared error because it 

finds the average of a set of errors.  

Table 9 Mean square and standard regression definitions (Encyclopedia Brittanica, 2019) 

Mean square 

Name Acronym Description Definition 

Mean Square Regression MSR 

The mean square regarding 
the regression line is 

calculated by dividing the 
SSR with the number of 

degrees of freedom. 

𝑆𝑆𝑅

𝐷𝑂𝐹
 

Mean Square Error MSE 

The mean square regarding 
the error is calculated by 
dividing the SSE with the 

number of degrees of 
freedom. 

𝑆𝑆𝐸

𝐷𝑂𝐹
= 

∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖)2𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛 − 2
 

Standard Regression error S 

The standard regression 
error represents the average 
distance from the observed 

values to the regression line. 
This reflects how wrong the 

regression model is on 
average. Small S-value 

indicates a better fitting 
model. 

√𝑀𝑆𝐸 

 

3.6.3 Statistical model validation methods 

When performing or calculating regression models, it is vital that the model is validated in 

order to guarantee that the new data can be described precisely, or well enough within the 

framework of the research project (CAMO Software AS, 2006). A validation is performed to 

see how well the model could predict new values. The general idea behind validation is that 
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the predictor parameters, or X-values, are provided to the model and from these, response 

values are predicted. The predicted response values are thereafter compared to a reference, 

which is the actual and true response values. The residuals (difference between estimated and 

observed values) determine if the model is accurate or not, the lower the residuals, the better 

validated the model is.  

An important concept prevalent in different forms for all regression methods is the 

correlation coefficient, as explained by PennState (2018). To understand the correlation 

coefficient, it is important to first know that there are several types of correlation coefficients 

but the one that is most common is the Pearson correlation, often abbreviated as (r). This 

parameter measures strength and direction of the linear relationship between two variables. 

It cannot capture nonlinear relationships between two variables and cannot differentiate 

between dependent and independent variables. 

When several modelling methods are tested, such as MLR, PCR and PLS, Unscrambler 

(CAMO Software AS, 2006) recommends comparing them with each other by analyzing the 

validation errors, specifically the RMSEP values. RMSEP stands for Root Mean Square Error 

of Prediction and is a simple yet effective measurement of validity for predictions. RMSEP 

describes the average uncertainty that can be anticipated when predictions of new Y-values 

are made, where the RMSEP values are represented in the same units as the Y-values. For 

predicted values, the uncertainty or margin of safety may then be given as ‘predicted 

value±2·RMSEP’. A lower RMSEP signifies a higher precision of the model.   

Table 10 present the validations parameters or ‘Tests’. These tests are produced to help 

analyze the result of the model by mainly looking at the parameter significance used in the 

model.  

Table 10 Validation parameters/Tests (CAMO Software AS, 2006) 

Test(s) 

Name Acronym Description Definition 

Hypothesis testing T-test 

A t-test is a type of 
inferential statistic used to 

determine if there is a 
significant difference 

between the means of two 
groups, the t-test is used as a 

hypothesis testing tool, 
which allows testing of an 
assumption applicable to a 

population. 

N/A 

Null hypothesis test P-test 

The larger the p-value in the 
p-test, the more likely the 

hypothesis is true. Usually, a 
phenomenon is declared 

significant if the p-value is 
lower than 0.05. The higher 
the value the higher risk of 

the result being due to 
chance. 

p < α 
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Statistical significance test F-test 

The F-test is used to test the 
statistical significance of the 
overall relationship between 
the dependent variables, a 
large F-value indicates that 

the overall relationship has a 
statistical significance. 

MSR/MSE 

 

The next table, Table 11, summarize three common validation methods. The correlation 

coefficient return values between –1 and 1, where a value of zero indicates no relation 

between variables, a value of minus one indicates a perfect inverse relationship and a value of 

one indicates a perfect association between the independent and dependent variables.  

Table 11 Table of coefficients (CAMO Software AS, 2006) 

Coefficient(s) 

Name Acronym Description Definition 

Correlation coefficient 
(Pearson) 

r 

The Pearson’s correlation 

is a correlation 

coefficient commonly 

used in linear regression. 

It measures how strong a 

relationship is between 

data. 

±√𝑟2  𝑜𝑟 
∑ (𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)(𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)𝑛

𝑖=1

√∑ (𝑋𝑖 − �̅�)2𝑛
𝑖=1 ∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)2𝑛

𝑖=1

 

Coefficient of 
determination 

r2  or R2 
 

The proportion of the 
variance in the 

dependent variable that 
is predictable from the 
independent variable. 

𝑟2 =
𝑆𝑆𝑅

𝑆𝑆𝑇
 

Root Mean Square 
Error of Prediction 

RMSEP 

The RMSEP is the most 
elementary way of 

calculating the 
uncertainty of future 

predictions. It declares 
the average value of 

uncertainty that can be 
expected when 

predicting Y-values for 
new samples. 

√
∑ (�̂�𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)2𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
 

3.6.3.1. Simple linear regression (SLR) 

According to PennState college (2018), the simple linear regression method is a statistical 

method used to get a better understanding of a non-deterministic relationship between two 

continuous quantitative variables. The main goal of the SLR is to find the best-fitting-line 
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through the two-dimensional data points. The best line is the line with the lowest sum of 

predictions errors, which are squared to not cancel each other out. The equation for this line 

is as follows:  

Equation 1 Best fitted line 

�̂�𝑖 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑥𝑖  

The beta values are derived from using least square estimates. These are: 

Equation 2 Beta values 0 

𝑏0 = �̅� − 𝑏1�̅� 

 

Equation 3 Beta values 1 

𝑏1 =
∑ (𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)(𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ (𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)2𝑛
𝑖=1

 

Because of this, the best-fit line if often referred to as the least squared regression line. Where 

𝑏0  tells us the intercept on the y-axis i.e. the estimated y value when x is zero. While the 𝑏1 

tells us the slope of the line i.e. how the x and y variables relate to each other.   

3.6.3.2. Multiple linear regression (MLR) 

A report by Tiryaki and Aydın (2014) compared ANN with MLR models when predicting 

compression strengths of heat treated-woods. The authors describe multiple linear regression 

as “… a linear statistical technique that is very useful for predicting the best relationship 

between a dependent variable and several independent variables.” (Tiryaki & Aydın, 2014, p. 

104). Furthermore, least squares are what the MLR models are based on. The least squared 

method works by fitting the model in such a way that the squared sum of the differences 

between predicted and observed values is minimized. The authors found that ANN could 

better predict the compression of heat-treated woods than what MLR could. 

The generalized way to formulate a MLR model, according to several authors ((Tiryaki & 

Aydın, 2014) and (Aranda, Ferreira, Mainar-Toledo, Scarpellini, & Llera Sastresa, 2012)), is 

the following equation: 

Equation 4 MLR model 

𝑌 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∙ 𝑋1 +  𝛽2 ∙ 𝑋2 + ⋯ +  𝛽𝑛 ∙ 𝑋𝑛 + 𝜀 

𝛽0, 𝛽1 … 𝛽𝑛 represent the predicted parameters, 𝑌 the dependent variable, 𝑋1, 𝑋2 … 𝑋𝑛 the 

independent variables, and the error term is what 𝜀 represents. The Unscrambler manual 

(2006) also refers to this statistical model as having an error part and a structure part. The 

error part (𝜀) is the noise and for a reliable model this part needs to be as small as possible. 
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The structure part ( 𝛽𝑛 ∙ 𝑋𝑛) contains the information which is used for prediction and 

interpretation. 

The term regression, from multiple linear regression, is described by the Unscrambler 

software manual (2006) as the “… term for all methods attempting to fit a model to observed 

data in order to quantify the relationship between two groups of variables. The fitted model 

may then be used either to merely describe the relationship between the two groups of 

variables, or to predict new values.” (CAMO Software AS, 2006, p.107).  

The independent variables, 𝑋1, 𝑋2 … 𝑋𝑛, are also called predictors and the dependent variable 

𝑌 is the response. An MLR model predicts the variations in the dependent variable by using 

the variations in the independent variables. The relationship between the dependent and the 

independent variables is accomplished by means of using sets of samples where the variables 

are taken from. (CAMO Software AS, 2006) 

This relationship is sometimes written in matrix form, where the Y matrix corresponds to the 

𝑌,  X matrix to the 𝑋 and so on: 

Equation 5 MLR model matrix 

[

𝑦1

𝑦2

⋮
𝑦𝑛

] = [

1 𝑥11 𝑥12

1 𝑥21 𝑥22

⋮ ⋮ ⋮
1 𝑥𝑛𝑝 𝑥𝑛𝑝

] [

𝛽0

𝛽1

⋮
𝛽𝑛

] + [

𝜀1

𝜀2

⋮
𝜀𝑛

] 

𝑌 = 𝑋 ∙ 𝛽 + 𝜀 

The beta coefficients are calculated as:  

Equation 6 MLR model beta 

𝛽 = (𝑋′𝑋)−1𝑋′𝑌 

Which can then be used to calculate new or estimations of Y with new X values when making 

predictions. Note that the apostrophe indicates the transpose of the variable in question.  

3.6.4 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)  

The principle component analysis is a method used when trying to reduce the number of 

dimensions for a given dataset. The purpose behind this, according to the Unscrambler 

manual (CAMO Software AS, 2006) is to get a better understanding of (complex) high 

dimensional data, which can be hard to visualize and/or extract relevant information from. 

PCA helps with finding “hidden” patterns, such as locating what variable contributes the 

most to the differences in variance, finding particular groupings of data (if there are any) and 

it can to some extent reduce the noise from redundant variables.  

PCA is often used as a tool when creating predictions models and, according to the 

Unscrambler manual (CAMO Software AS, 2006) it is an important concept to grasp due to 
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its central role in some regression methods, like PLS and PCR. The principle component 

analysis in done using linear orthogonal transformation which calculates the eigenvectors 

and its eigenvalues. These eigenvectors are a paramount prerequisite for determining the 

axes for the new transformed data, these new axes are called principle components. How 

these principle components are created using singular value decomposition (SVD) is best 

explained in five steps, according to (G. W. Johnson, Ehrlich, Full, & Ramos, 2007):  

Step 1: Plot and center the n-dimensional data on to an n-dimensional Cartesian coordinate 

system. 

Step 2: Find the best-fitting-line through the origin. The PCA method determines the best 

fitting line through the summation of the square distances (SSD) from the projected data 

points to the origin. This could also be seen as minimizing the distances from the data to the 

regression line, these ways of quantifying the fit of the line are equivalent.  

Step 3: The line with the highest SSD is called principle component one, also abbreviated as 

PC1, which is a linear combination of the variables originally used. The proportions of each 

variable that the linear combinations are made up out of is called the loading scores. A unit 

vector is created by normalizing PC1. This unit vector of PC1 is also called the Eigenvector for 

PC1.  While the SSD value for PC1 is sometimes called the Eigenvalue for PC1. 

Step 4: Create the second principle component, also called PC2. This is done by drawing a 

perpendicular line to PC1 trough the origin. The eigenvalue and eigenvector for PC2 is then 

calculated in the same way as for PC1.  

Step 5: Finally, project the data points onto PC1 and PC2. The variance that each principle 

component encompasses can now be calculated as well as witnessed in the new PC-graph, see 

Figure 1. 

3.6.5 Principal component regression (PCR) 

The principle component regression methods can be divided into two main steps, according 

to the Unscrambler manual (CAMO Software AS, 2006), the first deconstructs the 

independent (x) variables or X-matrix into principle components using PCA. In the second 

step, PCR runs a multilinear regression (MLR) analysis on the data using the principle 

components instead of the original x-variables as predictors. A description of the PCA and the 

MLR method can be found earlier in chapter three.  

3.6.6 Partial least square regression (PLS regression) 

Partial least square regression is a method that relates, or takes into account, the variations 

in one or multiple dependent variables (the Y value(s)) to the variations of multiple 

predictors (the X values), for the purpose of predicting or explaining new data and unknown 

relationships (Vekey, Telekes, & Vertes, 2007). When the predictor variables in data matrices 

have high correlation with each other, then PLS can execute smoothly, as explained in the 

Unscrambler manual (CAMO Software AS, 2006) and by Vekey et al (2007). How PLS works 
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is that the underlying variables, called latent variables, for the X matrix are found that can 

most accurately predict the latent variables in the Y matrix in an iterative process. The 

resulting PLS-components are comparable to the principal components from the PCA 

method, the figure below shows a simple illustration of this. From the Y-variables (dependent 

variables), “a” is found that represent the most variation in Y. “b” from the X-variables 

(predictors) is then extracted that explains “a” the best. However, note that “b” does not 

necessarily explain the most variation in X. The relationship between X and Y can then be 

visualized by observing the score plot between “a” and “b”, the graph in the middle of the 

figure.  

 

Figure 1 Illustration of the PLS process (picture inspired by CAMO software AS, 2006) 

3.6.7 Bootstrapping  

The term bootstrapping comes from a story of the famous Baron Munchausen written by 

Rudolph Erich Raspe, where the baron falls into a deep lake and saves himself by picking 

himself up by the bootstraps (R. W. Johnson, 2001). According to Johnson (2001) likewise to 

Baron Munchausen, the bootstrap methods in statistics almost accomplishes the impossible 

with a small logical trick, although these methods are often very computationally intensive. It 

was first brought to prominence through the pioneering work of Efron and Tibshirani (1994) 

and these methods are commonly used today by professional statisticians. 

The bootstrapping method can be used for different purposes, according to Eck (2018), e.g. 

estimation of standard error, estimation of the regression coefficient, creation of confidence 

intervals etc. Although the main purpose of using the bootstrapping method in this report 

will be to create confidence intervals, thus this is the type of bootstrapping that will be 

explored and explained. When using the bootstrap method, a sample of the possible 

outcomes or of a population is copied and pasted repeatedly to simulate a whole population.  

Thereafter, random samples are created from the simulated population by picking the same 

amount of individual outcomes as the original sample, if done enough of times, the mean out 

of every new sample will create a normal distribution, where the expected mean will be the 

mean from the original sample. A confidence interval can be calculated by first determining 
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the standard deviation of the population which is derived from the population mean, which 

for the bootstrap method is derived from the sample mean. The standard deviation for the 

sample mean is calculated by taking the root mean square of the sample variance, which is 

calculated by dividing the sum of squares error with the degrees of freedom. 

Equation 7 Standard deviation 

𝜎 =  √𝜎2 =  √
𝑆𝑆𝐸

𝐷𝑂𝐹
 √∑

(𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)2

𝑁 − 𝑝
 

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

When the standard deviation for the sample is known and substituted as the mean for the 

population a confidence interval for the whole population can be established by taking the 

sample mean value plus or minus the z-score times the standard deviation divided by the 

square root of samples.  

Equation 8 Confidence interval 

�̅� ± 𝑧 ∗
𝜎

√𝑛
 

The z-score is derived from the z-score table by looking at the desired confidence level, for 

instance a confidence level of 95% provides a z-score of 1.96. 

The confidence interval is calculated after having artificially created a population out of the 

initial sample, described earlier in this chapter, where the number of outcomes for different 

mean intervals are calculated. If this is done enough times the outcomes will present itself as 

a normal distributed system. This can be done with the help of StatKey, which is an online 

interactive and dynamic tool, created as a supportive tool to assist in the book Statistics: 

Unlocking the Power of Data (R. H. Lock, Lock, Lock, Lock, & Lock, 2017). In StatKey, there 

is a tool that lets a user Bootstrap a sample quickly (D. F. Lock, Lock, Lock, Lock, & Lock, 

2019).  

3.6.8 Optimal amount of independent variables when predicting heat demand 

The two most central variables that influence the heating demand of buildings are: weather 

conditions and building’s architecture with its structure characteristics (Catalina, Iordache, & 

Caracaleanu, 2013). These two are just the main variables, and there does not seem to be an 

agreement among researchers which inputs or variables are the best to use when modelling 

the energy demand of buildings, according to the authors.  

Jovanović et al (2015) used multiple input variables for their artificial neural networks: mean 

daily outside temperature, total daily solar radiation, mean daily wind speed, minimum and 

maximum daily temperature, relative humidity, day of the week, month of the year and 

finally the heating consumption of the previous day. Another artificial neural network 

approach only used number of days, outdoor temperature and solar radiation as input 

variables to predict the house energy consumption (Biswas, Robinson, & Fumo, 2016). 
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Despite the fewer input variables this study still found promising results with coefficients of 

determination within 0.87-0.91.  

The paper written by (Xie et al., 2017) investigated the effects solar radiation and wind speed 

have on heat demand prediction using a neural network model called Elman. Their results 

showed that “... wind speed is a more important parameter than direct solar radiation.” (Xie 

et al., 2017, p. 2968). Furthermore, for their Elman neural network, combining wind speed 

and solar radiation did not improve its heat demand prediction accuracy; instead wind speed 

by itself yielded higher correlation. See Appendix 2: Machine Learning for some additional 

information about machine learning methods.  

Fang and Lahdelma (2016) made a heat demand forecasting model of the district heating 

system in the town Espoo in Finland. The model was a simple regression model that took 

previous hourly heat consumption data, hourly ambient temperature, wind speed and social 

components into consideration as forecasting variables. The social component was very 

crucial, according to the authors, because it illustrated the user’s behavior regarding their 

usage of district heat. This component was utilized as different patterns of time; daily, weekly 

and annually. For instance, the weekly pattern of the network indicated roughly that the heat 

consumption is low during the weekends and high during the working days. Worth to notice 

however is, that the consumption behavior depends on the type of building and customer 

such as industries, houses and offices. 

The outside temperature was seen by Fang and Lahdelma (2016) as the most influencing 

weather parameter that affect the heat consumption, followed by solar radiation, wind speed 

and wind direction. However, since the authors lacked sufficient information of weather data 

in terms of the geographic location to the customers, only outside temperature and wind 

speed were considered. Noteworthy mention was that solar radiation does not affect the heat 

consumption during the hotter months of the year in Finland. Furthermore, wind speed 

affect buildings differently depending on the insulation of the walls and the air infiltration of 

said building. With this in mind, the wind speed does not have as great of an impact on heat 

consumption as outside temperature does.  

3.6.9 Sample size considerations for regression models 

According to James A. Hanley (2016) in his paper about simple and multiple linear 

regression, he recommends looking at the RMSEP and the R-squared values for determining 

the fit for the data, which is similar to what CAMO recommended in their Unscrambler 

manual. One factor in determining the RMSEP is the n, which is the number of samples or 

sample size, this is the main factor for determining how many degrees of freedom the data 

has. Although, according to Hanley (2016) a larger sample size can narrow the statistical 

uncertainty around the center of the distribution, but it cannot alter the distribution itself. 

The sample size also has a diminished return effect to it, meaning one will have to add 

exponentially more data to improve the standard deviation. Although, adding more data, 

while not changing the response variation, will add to the certainty of the result. However, it 

can also have the opposite effect according to Yousef and Kundu (2014), who mean that the 

only stable distribution is the normal distribution where the new estimated coefficients will 
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be concentrated around the intersection i.e. beta value representing the least square 

estimator. Although, the improvement or decline in fit is not a monotonic process regarding 

the sample size. Moreover, when the sample size goes to infinity the least square estimator 

(beta) converges to its upper or lower bound if the variance of the independent parameters is 

finite. 

Hanley (2016) writes that when working with multi linear regression models a good guiding 

parameter when estimating the width of the standard deviation is to measure the degrees of 

freedom for the input data, which is calculated as (n-1)-p where n is the sample size and p is 

the amount of parameters. Table 12 below show that as the degrees of freedom increases, the 

95 % margin of error in estimating the standard deviation decreases. But as explained above, 

indefinitely increasing the degrees of freedom is not a good idea either because the regression 

coefficients (beta) will become unstable. 

Table 12 Error margin as a function of degrees of freedom (Hanley, 2016) 

Degrees of freedom 
used to estimate 𝜎 

(standard deviation) 
10 20 40 80 160 

95 % margin of error 
in estimating 𝜎 

30 % 25 % 20 % 15 % 10 % 

3.7 Center and scale 

When working with projection methods e.g. PCA, PCR or PLR, the first step is usually a pre-

processing step. This step contains centering and weighting of the data, according to the 

Unscrambler manual (2006). A common centering method is the mean-centering method 

which entails subtracting the variable by its average value. This makes sure that the 

interpreted result-variation will be interpreted around the mean. Although, the 

recommendation by Unscrambler is to apply the mean-centering method on all multivariate 

modelling problems for practical purposes. Hence, this method can be used even in the MLR-

case.  

For projection methods, such as PLS, PCA and PCR, the relative variance of all variables is of 

importance because of how these methods are about locating directions of maximal variance 

(CAMO Software AS, 2006). As such, in Unscrambler these methods are recommended to be 

weighted based on the standard deviation of all variables or scaled which is another word for 

the operation. This operation makes the variance be expressed in the same unit(s) as the 

original variable(s). Regarding weighting, there are several different options. Although, all 

means of weighting entails multiplying each term (e.g.  𝛽1 ∙ 𝑋1,  𝛽2 ∙ 𝑋2 etc) with weight 

coefficients. A weight of 1 has no impact on the variable's initial variance, thus the variables 

impact on the result is solely derived from the raw data. When working with variables of 

different units, different ranges and/or different types, the Unscrambler manual (2006) 

recommends using weight coefficients based on each variable's standard deviation. By 

defining the weight coefficients as, one divided by the respective standard deviation, the 

variance for all variables will be the same i.e. one.   
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4 CURRENT STUDY 

The current study was split into four main areas: Gathering of data, Unscrambler method, 

MATLAB method and Bootstrapping.  

4.1 Gathering of data 

Consumption data was gathered from a server over at the KVV-office at Mälarenergi, with 

accessing help from Einar Port. Bostads AB Mimer granted the access for this consumption 

data to be used in the report. The weather data was sent over through an email from Port. For 

the sample outcome of the weather parameters, 10 years of data (of the same eight weather 

parameters used) was gathered from the county of Tullinge from a SMHI database. All the 

gathered data was stored in Excel. 

Einar Port at Mälarenergi suggested the ranges of yearly consumption for the small, medium 

and large customers, and his suggestion led to the gathering of the nine customers of the 

three sizes. Port suggested for the small customers a range of 100-300 MWh, for the medium 

a range of 800-1500 MWh, and for the larger customers a range of 4000-5000 MWh.  

For the SMHI weather parameters, some hourly values were missing. These values had to be 

interpolated to get complete sets of data. If not for these interpolations, all the gathered 

would have been non-designed, as explained in 3.6.1. 

4.2 Unscrambler method 

How the Unscrambler approach was carried out is explained in this subchapter, where the 

modelling and method comparison methods are explained in detail.  

4.2.1 The general Unscrambler modelling routine 

Five steps are described below of how the majority of the Unscrambler work was carried out, 

see Appendix 3: Unscrambler Work process, for these steps as print screens from the 

software. 

Step 1: Import training set data: 

For the training set, only data from Mälarenergi was used starting from the year 2014 until 

the end of 2018 for every hour of each day. The data was imported into Unscrambler from 

Excel. In Excel, the data was sorted so that time (hours or days) was vertical and customers 

(with their DH consumption) and weather parameters were put in horizontal orientation.  

Step 2: Classify data: 
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The raw data had to then be classified manually in Unscrambler. This meant classifying each 

year, each customer and the weather parameters so that Unscrambler could differentiate 

between these values. 

Step 3: Center and scale weather parameters: 

The weather parameter data in Unscrambler was then centered and scaled with the mean as 

the center option and standard deviation as the scale option. This was easily done using a 

built-in tool in Unscrambler, the only input needed was which center- and scale options to 

use. 

Step 4: Analyze using MLR, PCR or PLS: 

Before a prediction for the future DH consumption could be made, an analysis had to be done 

with a statistical method. In Unscrambler, the “Analyze” tool was used and the method 

(MLR, PCR or PLS) was chosen. The weather parameters were chosen as the predictor 

variables and the consumption from a customer was chosen as the response variable. 

Step 5: Predict using MLR, PCR or PLS: 

When predicting a future DH consumption pattern, a model had to be selected first. The 

model chosen was always the analysis of the same method, if an MLR prediction was made, 

an MLR analysis was chosen for instance. For the input data matrix, a specific year from the 

weather parameters was chosen. Then, a Y reference was chosen, if there was one. For 

example, if a DH consumption prediction of 2016 were to be made, first the weather 

parameters of the year 2016 was chosen as the data matrix. Then, a Y reference could be 

selected if one wished, to see the deviation between the predicted and the reference values. 

Since all DH consumption was available until the end of 2018, a Y reference was chosen to 

compare the statistical methods with each other.  

4.2.2 Choosing the right modelling method: MLR, PCR or PLS 

In Unscrambler all three methods (MLR, PCR and PLS) were tested on the consumption data 

of three different customers with the weather parameters as predictors. This was done to see 

which method yielded the highest correlation and could most accurately predict the 

consumption data. The customers modelled for this test were customer 1, 4 and 7 (small, 

medium and large). Different sized customers were used to observe if a method, for instance 

had good accuracy on a small customer but bad accuracy on a larger customer. Furthermore, 

both hourly and daily consumption data was used to see which time basis yielded the best 

results for a given method. 

To compare the methods, the same procedure as in 4.2.1 (The general Unscrambler 

modelling routine) was used with some small differences that applied to all methods and 

customers for an equal comparison.  

The analysis (step 4 in 4.2.1.) for each method was done utilizing all the consumption data 

(2014-2018) with all the weather data (2014-2018). The prediction (step 5 in 4.2.1.) used the 
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weather data for 2018 to predict the consumption of 2018, with the actual 2018 consumption 

as a Y reference. Moreover, daily values were predicted for 2015 to see if the methods 

differentiated depending on what year was used as predictor. Once again, these steps were 

done on each customer (1, 4 and 7) using all three methods (MLR, PCR and PLS) for both 

hourly and daily consumption data.  

Once all the results from Unscrambler were put in Excel, it was time to compare the methods. 

The statistical model validation methods available from Unscrambler that were used, were 

RMSEP and R2 (Pearson). Furthermore, the total yearly predicted consumption, total yearly 

error and the difference between the predicted and measured yearly consumption were 

compared. The difference between the predicted and measured yearly consumption was 

calculated with the following equation, referred to as model deviation: 

Equation 9 Model deviation 

Model Deviation = abs (1 −
predicted consumption

measured consumption
) 

The total yearly error was calculated by taking the predicted consumption subtracted by the 

measured consumption (for a day or hour). The absolute value of this was taken as well in 

order to add them all together. 

The chosen modelling method was then analyzed using an ANOVA-table created by 

Unscrambler. 

4.2.3 Number of weather parameters to use 

The eight weather parameters given from Mälarenergi were investigated in Unscrambler to 

see if the results would be any different depending on how many (or few) of them were used. 

This modelling was done using MLR on customer 1 and at first, one weather parameters was 

used to predict the consumption. The RMSEP and R2 were collected from the prediction 

results, and then, the same prediction was done using two weather parameters, and then 

three and so on until all eight parameters were modelled as before. 

4.3 MATLAB Modelling  

The MATLAB model is split into five parts which includes two different programs. The first 

program calculates, in retrospect, how much the customers should have paid yearly if the 

customer hade followed the first or second price model. The second program in the model 

takes in new consumption data, predicted in Unscrambler, and calculates possible outcomes 

regarding the total yearly cost and optimal base loads. Surrounding these two programs were 

data management scripts which handled the import and export of data but also user input 

data and metadata. Parts of the MATLAB code is attached as an appendix, see Appendix 4: 

MATLAB Code. 
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4.3.1 Part 1 – User input and metadata 

The MATLAB code starts off by asking the user for information, before running the 

simulations. The user needs to choose how many customers, years and predictions he or she 

would like to simulate and then choose to simulate PM1 and PM2 and/or predictions. The 

user can also choose whether to import new data or not, this part is time consuming due to 

the amount of data, so only needed if new data has been added or removed from the Excel 

database. 

4.3.2 Part 2 - Import and data handling 

The first script used in the code imports data from the Excel file where all the data is stored, 

as can be seen in Appendix 5: Excel Data structure. This includes hourly loads, daily 

consumptions, price charts, chosen loads and predictions data. The customer's monthly and 

yearly cost are also calculated here.  

4.3.3 Part 3 – Price model 1&2 

The third part of the program handles the cost calculation for the first and second price 

model, involving the different types of fixed fees and the flexible cost based on season. It also 

compares the two models regarding the total annual cost.  

The fixed fees used for both price models used in MATLAB was seen as large properties, 

values taken from Table 2 for price model 1 and Table 4 for price model 2. 

4.3.3.1. Price model 1 

The script for price model one starts off by allocating null matrices for the highest daily 

average load and total yearly cost, which are dependent on the year and customer. It then 

calculates the variable fee which is based on the monthly consumption and the monthly price, 

which is derived from the price chart obtained from Mälarenergi. Derived from the price 

chart was also the fixed fees which depend on the connection load of the customer. To 

compile the customers total fixed cost, the subscription cost [SEK/year] and load fee 

[SEK/kW, year] were used for each customer and year. The connection load was set to be the 

highest daily average load. The total annual cost was then obtained by adding the total annual 

variable fee with the total annual fixed fee. The total annual cost and the connection load was 

then passed on to the main script. In addition, the workspace from PM1’s script was saved as 

a struct and sent to main as well. This was done to be able to access all calculations and 

variables used in PM1’s script from any instance of the code. 

4.3.3.2. Price model 2 

The script for the second price models starts off similarly to PM1’s script e.g. allocating null 

matrices, calculating the flexible fee, calculating the fixed fee and then calculating the total 

annual cost by adding the flexible and fixed fees.  
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When calculating the flexible fee, six consecutive intertwined for-loops were used, ending 

with two if-statements. The logic here is that the algorithm checks the following parameters 

in mutual order:  

[𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 → 𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 → 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 → 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ → 𝐷𝑎𝑦 →  𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟] = 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 1 𝑜𝑟 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 2 

Outcome 1 constitutes the hourly cost calculated by multiplying the effect with the seasonal 

base load price. Outcome 2 is composed out of two parts, the first being the chosen base load 

multiplied with the base load fee plus the excess load (above the base load) multiplied with 

the seasonal peak load price. These hourly values are then sorted in different matrices for 

cumulative purposes, to see the daily, monthly and yearly costs. These values are sorted by 

total cost but also subdivided into flexible fee and fixed fee, where the flexible fee is 

subdivided into base and peak cost. Note that each parameter goes from one (or zero 

regarding base load) to each parameter set limit. For example, the base load goes from zero 

to the customer’s maximal hourly load for that year. This is done to find the optimal base 

load by looking at the minimal cost of all outcomes. 

Next step is to calculate the total annual fixed fee for each customer. This was done in a 

similar fashion as the flexible fee, but with less constraints. Only three consecutive 

intertwined for-loops were used to calculate the subscription, base load and peak load fee.  

[𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 → 𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 → 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑] = 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑒𝑒, 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑓𝑒𝑒, 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑓𝑒𝑒 

Now the total annual cost was calculated by adding the flexible annual cost with the fixed 

annual cost. 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝐹𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 

Lastly the minimum total annual cost was determined by looking through all the outcomes 

for each year and customer, where each base load choice produced its own total annual cost. 

The base load corresponding with the lowest annual cost is declared the optimal base load for 

that customer that year, with the optimal peak load set to the highest hourly load. The 

minimum total annual cost and its corresponding optimal base and peak load is then 

exported to the main function. As for PM1, the workspace for PM2’s script is saved as a 

workspace trough a homebrewed function, which makes it possible to access all the data from 

PM2 any instance of the code. 
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4.3.3.3. PM1 vs PM2 

The PM1 and PM2 structs were then used in a script called price model differences, where the 

customer’s choice and ME’s choice were compared to the optimal choice and their 

corresponding total annuals costs. In addition to this, the possible overconsumption fee was 

calculated when estimating the total cost for the case where the customer chooses their base 

load.  

4.3.4 Part 4 – Predictions 

The predictions script is based on the script for price model two, with the change that the 

parameters that handled the number of year for the second price model now handles the 

number of predictions for the predictions code, otherwise it is the same code. The end result, 

which is passed on to main script, is the optimal base load with its corresponding annual 

cost, and the workspace transition to struct. 

4.3.5 Part 5 – Export results 

The last script accesses the data through the struct created in previous parts and export the 

variables of interest to an Excel arc which is created through a write command in MATLAB. 

4.4 Bootstrapping 

With the use of the consumption predictions from Unscrambler and the MATLAB-model, the 

optimal base and peak loads with its corresponding total yearly cost was established, for all 

nine customers for all ten predictions cases. These values were then analyzed in Excel to 

provide addition statistical information about the result, for the Bootstrap method 

calculation. This includes, but is not limited to, the: variance, standard deviation, sum of 

squares error, degrees of freedom, upper & lower limit and range of the results. The ten 

outcomes were also plotted for a visual understanding of the result. The Bootstrap method 

was used to obtain a confidence interval for the result. This method uses a data sample and 

multiplies it to simulate a whole population, as explained in 3.6.7. When picking random 

samples from this new population the expected outcome is the original sample. If this is 

repeated a couple of thousands of times a normal distribution emerges. The first Bootstrap 

result of the normal distribution was created in Excel but due to the repetitiveness of the 

method an online statistical tool Statkey (introduced in 3.6.7 Bootstrapping) was used, which 

handles Bootstrapping much more efficiently.   

4.4.1 Further calculations regarding confidence intervals 

Once the 95 % confidence interval had been calculated (after Bootstrapping) for the optimal 

base load, the maximum and minimum limits of the interval were investigated further to see 

how they relate to the optimum choice. To do this, the MATLAB predictions simulation was 
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executed for all the ten cases with the expected optimal base load and its corresponding 

limits (min and max). Afterwards, the 10 outcomes were plotted for all the three cases (min, 

optimum and max) in one graph to see the annual costs for each case, making it three 

different curves. The average was calculated from each curve to get the mean cost for each 

base load choice. Finally, a graph was created for these three mean total costs to investigate 

how they relate to each other and to the previous optimal base load. 

The difference between the chosen base loads and each predicted optimal base load is 

aggregated by using Equation 10. 

Equation 10 Additional cost 

𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 =  ∑(𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)

10

𝑖=1
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5 RESULTS WITH CLARIFICATION 

The results are divided into four sections. The first section presents the gathered data and the 

price model results. The second section is about comparing the two price models with each 

other. The third is about the multilinear regression and Unscrambler results. The fourth and 

final section presents the Bootstrapping results.  

5.1 Gathered data and price model 1 & 2 

Data regarding consumption and weather will be presented here together with the result 

from ME’s price models. 

5.1.1 Consumption and weather data 

To not overflow this chapter with graphs of all eight weather parameters for every year, only 

selected graphs that show a relation between two or more parameters are shown. To see all 

graphs, go to Appendix 6: Additional weather parameters. 

Figure 2 shows the daily temperature and degree days in Västerås 2014. The degree days and 

the daily temperature are visualized below, it becomes apparent that they are almost the 

inverse of each other. A reference temperature of 20 degrees was used when calculating 

degree days, which is the same reference Mälarenergi used. Notice that when the daily 

temperature rises above 20°C, the degree days becomes zero, because of how the degree days 

are calculated and any temperature above 20 result in zero degree days.  

 

Figure 2 Daily temperature and degree days in Västerås 2014 
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Figure 3 show the daily temperature and consumption of customer 1 in Västerås 2014. The 

temperature axis in degree Celsius is shown to the left and the consumption in MWH is 

shown on the right axis. One can tell from the graph that when the temperature is low, the 

consumption is high and vice versa. This is because the correlation between the consumption 

and outside temperature is high. In Table 13, one can notice that for customer 3, the daily 

temperature and consumption correlation is -0.98. In the same table, the hourly correlation 

is shown, which is smaller at -0.79, this is because daily consumption values have a higher 

correlation to the outside temperature than hourly values, due to peak shaving. The 

difference between hourly and daily correlation values is due to a time delay of the building, 

or inertia. The correlations result for all customers can be seen in Table 13 and why the 

coefficient of determination differs depending on the time basis is further discussed in 

chapter 0.  

Below Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the yearly consumption for one small customer 

(customer 1), one medium (customer 4) and one large customer (customer 7), with the 

outside daily temperature in the graphs for reference. One can tell that the consumption 

follows a very similar pattern for all customers, with the second y-axis (to the right) being 

customer dependent. As a quick study, the consumption in MWh at zero degrees is about 0.4 

for customer one, 3.0 for customer four and 14.0 for customer seven.  

 

Figure 3 Customer 1: Daily temperature and consumption in Västerås 
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Figure 4 Customer 4: Daily temperature and consumption in Västerås 

 

 

Figure 5 Customer 7: Daily temperature and consumption in Västerås 
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5.1.2 Price model 1 

A concept of the total cost for PM1 is shown in Figure 6, as a comparison of the total fixed 

and flexible costs. The graph shows a linear increase for each type of cost which renders the 

connection load optimizing trivial e.g. the lowest connection load is the best. To achieve a 

lower connection load, less heat needs to be consumed. The linear variations in the lower left 

corner of the curve is due to the subscription fee intervals. 

 

Figure 6 Total fixed cost curve vs Initial tangent for PM1 

 

The graph in Figure 7 shows the fixed and flexible costs for price model 1, for the nine 

different customers. As the customer size increases, so does the flexible cost percentage wise 

of the total cost. All bars go to 100 %, meaning the total cost for that customer. The costs are 

calculated as the average over the period of 2014-2018.  

Table 13 Daily and hourly consumption correlation to temperature 
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Figure 7 PM1: Fixed and flexible costs 

The variation is not large between the sizes of customers, as is visualized in the bar graph, 

Figure 8. Here, the bar graphs show how much the flexible and fixed cost varies. For all nine 

customers from 2014-2018 these are the observed maximum and minimum. The bar to the 

left shows the minimal flexible case, where the flexible cost stands for roughly 73 % of the 

total cost. The opposite case, where the flexible cost is at its maximum for any given customer 

is shown on the bar to the right, which is approximately 85 % of the total cost. 

 

Figure 8 PM1: Max/min of fixed and flexible 
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5.1.3 Price model 2 

The optimal cost for the second price model was calculated in MATLAB, how this was done is 

illustrated in Figure 9, where the total cost is the sum of the flexible and fixed fees. In 

comparison to Figure 6, PM2 has an optimal baseload that can be found for each customer 

and their heat consumption per year. The optimal base load can be obtained when the 

increase in fixed cost matches the decrease in flexible cost. 

Figure 10 shows how the rate of change for the total fixed cost decreases as one chooses a 

higher base load. This is in comparison to the initial tangent, which shows the initial rate of 

change to illustrate how the total fixed cost deviates for higher base loads. The graph is a 

concept where the peak load is set as 40, 50 and 60 % higher than the base load and does not 

show any actual result from real customers.  

The tables below Figure 10 presents the customers’ optimal base and peak loads from the 

MATLAB simulations, and how much higher the optimal peak load is than the optimal base 

load. The weather data is taken from Mälarenergi between 2014-2018. At the bottom of the 

tables the customer group mean is presented. See Table 15 for the small customers, Table 14 

for medium and Table 16 for the large customers. For instance in Table 15 for customer 1 in 

2014, the base load was 34 kW and the peak load was 44 kW, which a difference of 29 %. The 

peak mean increment for customer 1 for the period 2014-2018 was 36 %.  

Figure 9 Finding the minimum total cost for customer 1 
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Figure 10 Total fixed costs vs Initial tangent (PM2) 

Table 15 Base vs Peak load (Small customers) 

Table 14 Base vs Peak load (Medium customers) 

Base Peak Diff [%] Base Peak Diff [%] Base Peak Diff [%]

2014 34 44 29% 35 53 51% 46 65 41%

2015 32 40 25% 35 44 26% 45 54 20%

2016 34 52 53% 37 59 59% 47 70 49%

2017 34 47 38% 35 56 60% 44 61 39%

2018 36 49 36% 38 52 37% 45 58 29%

Peak mean increment

Customer group mean

Year\Customer

Small Customers

Customer 1 Customer 2 Customer 3

36% 47% 36%

40%

Base Peak Diff [%] Base Peak Diff [%] Base Peak Diff [%]

2014 210 310 48% 180 256 42% 290 373 29%

2015 210 248 18% 180 223 24% 270 314 16%

2016 220 326 48% 200 289 45% 300 466 55%

2017 210 298 42% 200 279 40% 280 409 46%

2018 220 293 33% 206 260 26% 310 384 24%

Peak mean increment

Customer group mean

Medium Customers

Customer 4 Customer 5 Customer 6

38% 35% 34%

Year\Customer

36%
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Table 17 shows the difference between base and peak load chosen by ME for customer one, 

four and nine, each one chosen because they belong to a different customer group (small, 

medium and large). 

 

Figure 11 show the fixed and flexible costs for all nine customers when price model 2 is 

applied to their district heat consumption. The flexible cost increases somewhat as the 

customer size increases, just like it did for price model 1. However, the major difference 

between PM1 and PM2 (by comparing Figure 7 and Figure 11) is that in PM1 the flexible cost 

stands for approximately 80 % of the total cost whereas in PM2 the flexible cost stands for 

around 50-60% of the total cost. This difference is due to the nature of how the price models 

are constructed. The costs are calculated as the average over the period of 2014-2018.  

Figure 11 PM2: Fixed and flexible costs 

Table 16 Base vs Peak load (Large customers) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Base Peak Diff [%] Base Peak Diff [%] Base Peak Diff [%]

2014 1200 1505 25% 1100 1455 32% 1100 1280 16%

2015 1100 1263 15% 1100 1205 10% 1000 1088 9%

2016 1300 1792 38% 1200 1596 33% 1100 1417 29%

2017 1200 1567 31% 1000 1309 31% 1000 1346 35%

2018 1200 1413 18% 1100 1280 16% 1100 1317 20%

Peak mean increment

Customer group mean

Large Customers

Year\Customer Customer 7 Customer 8 Customer 9

24% 22%

24%

25%

Base load [kW] Peak load[kW] Difference[%]

Small customer (C1) 36 53 47%

Medium customer (C4) 210 283 35%

Large customer (C9) 1100 1422 29%

Table 17 Difference between base and peak load regarding ME's choice 
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Figure 12 present the same thing as Figure 8 did, the variation in flexible and fixed fees for 

the customers, but this time for PM2 and not PM1. The differences between these figures is 

that the proportion of fixed/flexible is different, but also that for PM2 the proportion of 

flexible cost varies to a larger degree than it did for PM1. The minimum case is when the 

flexible cost stands for roughly 46 % and the maximum is at 61%, which is a difference of 

15%. For PM1 this difference is only at 8.4 %.  

5.1.4 Validation 

The result from the model was validated by looking at a customer’s invoice and comparing 

the total cost after VAT had been added, see Table 18. The comparison shows that the 

MATLAB calculation and the invoice had a difference of nearly 2 %. Some of this difference 

stems from the base energy cost, where the customer from the invoice (see Appendix 7: 

Customer invoice) had a fee of 333 SEK/MWh, whereas the given cost from ME was 343 

SEK/MWh (see Table 5 Variable fee PM2 (Mälarenergi, 2018b)). The reason behind this 

discount is not known. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 PM2: Max/min of flexible and fixed costs 

Diff [kr] Diff [%]

Base load 1100 [kW] 27 214 kr Base load[kW] 1100 28 325 kr 1 111 kr 4,08%

Peak load 1353 [kW] 55 603 kr Peak load [kW] 1353 53 299 kr -2 304 kr -4,14%

Sum 82 816 kr Sum 81 624 kr -1 193 kr -1,44%

Base energy 557,8 [MWh] 185 747 kr Base energy [MWh] 557,8 191 325 kr 5 578 kr 3,00%

Peak energy 10,4 [MWh] 10 816 kr Peak energy [MWh] 10,4 10 816 kr 0 kr 0,00%

Subscription fee 9 374 kr Subscription fee 9 742 kr -368 kr 3,92%

Sum 205 938 kr Sum 211 883 kr 5 946 kr 2,89%

Tot. Sum 288 754 kr Tot. Sum 293 507 kr 4 753 kr 1,65%

VAT 71 154 kr 359 908 kr VAT (25%) 73 377 kr 366 884 kr 6 976 kr 1,94%

November invoice

MATLABInvoice

Comparison

Table 18 PM2 cost validation 
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5.2 PM1 versus PM2 

The difference between PM1 and PM2 for each of the nine customers is shown in Figure 13. 

The green bars represent the flexible costs and the red bars represents fixed costs, where the 

striped bares represent PM1 and the filled bars represent PM2. By adding together the bars 

for PM1 with each other and the bars for PM2 with each other, they will go to 100 %. For 

PM2, notice how for the smaller customers, the fixed cost makes up substantially more than 

50 % of the total cost. Then, as the customer size increases, the flexible and fixed costs start 

to make up 50 % each of the total cost. Moving on to the larger customers, the flexible fee 

starts to make up a bigger percentage of the total cost in PM2. For PM1, the proportion of 

flexible and fixed costs does not vary as much as in PM2, as explained earlier. 

 

 

Figure 14 presents the total costs for PM1 and PM2 for each customer. PM1 is given as a 

reference cost for PM2, meaning PM1 is set as 100% of the cost to illustrate that PM2 is 

always cheaper than PM1 for all customers. As the customer size increases, so does the cost 

difference between PM1 and PM2. This difference is presented in Table 19 to the right under 

“Diff %”. For customer nine that had an average yearly consumption (between 2014 and 

2018) of 4838 MWh, the cost difference is the largest, at 16 %. Smaller cost differences can be 

seen for the smaller customers, for instance customer one had a cost difference of 7.2 % 

between PM1 and PM2.  

 

Figure 13 PM1 vs PM2: Flexible and fixed costs 
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Figure 14 PM1 vs PM2: Total cost 

5.3 Multilinear Regression & Unscrambler Results  

In this subchapter of the results the Unscrambler results, of which multivariate modelling 

method to use, are presented and discussed.  

5.3.1 Choosing the right method: MLR, PCR or PLS 

The results of the method comparison (MLR, PCR and PLS) for customer 1 in 2018 on an 

hourly and yearly basis is shown in Table 20, which follow the steps presented in 4.2.2. The 

total yearly measured consumption is presented in the top right corner of the table (178.95 

MWh). The “Yearly Prediction” stands for yearly predicted consumption by the given 

method, this value is compared to the measured consumption and the prediction closest to 

the measured value is deemed the best. “Yearly ε” stands for yearly error, which is the yearly 

error in MWh between the predicted and the measured consumption, a lower error value is 

deemed better. The RMSEP stands for “Root Mean Square Error of Prediction”, where the 

lower the RMSEP is the higher the correlation is between the predicted and the measured 

values. RMSEP is compared to the other methods on the same time basis, e.g. RMSEP for 

MLR hourly cannot be compared to the RMSEP value of the MLR daily. The same goes for R2 

Customer(s) -  Average Flexible PM1 Flexible PM2 Fixed PM1 Fixed PM2 Total cost PM1 Total Cost PM2 Difference Diff %

Customer 1 - 174 [MWh] 79% 49% 21% 51% 119 553 110 929 8 624 7,2%

Customer 2 - 177 [MWh] 78% 47% 22% 53% 129 867 120 978 8 889 6,8%

Customer 3 - 249 [MWh] 79% 50% 21% 50% 163 378 149 762 13 616 8,3%

Customer 4 - 1030 [MWh] 80% 51% 20% 49% 701 585 642 198 59 387 8,5%

Customer 5 - 852 [MWh] 80% 50% 20% 50% 623 818 575 048 48 770 7,8%

Customer 6 - 1390 [MWh] 81% 52% 19% 48% 919 221 832 036 87 185 9,5%

Customer 7 - 5289 [MWh] 82% 57% 18% 43% 3 624 473 3 048 001 576 471 15,9%

Customer 8 - 5116 [MWh] 82% 57% 18% 43% 3 370 708 2 835 942 534 766 15,9%

Customer 9 - 4838 [MWh] 83% 58% 17% 42% 3 234 265 2 716 084 518 181 16,0%

Table 19 PM1 vs PM2 
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(Coefficient of determination) except that a higher percentage now yields a better fit. For 

“Model Deviation”, see Equation 9, a lower model deviation is preferred.  

Table 20 Method comparison of Customer 1 in 2018 

Customer 1 - 2018 178,95 [MWh] 

  Hourly 

Yearly Prediction Yearly ε RMSEP R2 Model Deviation 

MLR 177,77 44,87 0,0068 70,01% 0,66% 

PCR 175,12 46,75 0,0070 68,50% 2,14% 

PLS 175,28 46,83 0,0071 68,38% 2,05% 
 

Daily 

MLR 177,35 20,94 0,072232 92,88% 0,89% 

PCR 174,49 23,75 0,080319 91,59% 2,49% 

PLS 175,33 25,09 0,085354 90,44% 2,03% 

 

For customer 1 the most optimal method to predict the consumption is MLR since out of all 

the five tests, both hourly and daily, MLR gave the best results. The bold values are deemed 

the best for that parameter of the three methods compared.  

Table 21 Method comparison of customer 4 in 2018 

                    Customer 4 - 2018 1017,98 [MWh] 

  Hourly 

Yearly Prediction Yearly 
ε 

RMSEP R2 Model Deviation 

MLR 1037,30 210,59 0,0311 83,92% 1,90% 

PCR 1019,35 227,24 0,0328 82,37% 0,13% 

PLS 998,77 241,12 0,0355 79,79% 1,89% 
 

Daily 

MLR 1033,41 130,07 0,45348 93,80% 1,52% 

PCR 1014,49 146,02 0,498051 92,24% 0,34% 

PLS 1019,42 149,44 0,522484 92,08% 0,14% 

 

Table 21 above and Table 22 below present customer 4 and customer 7 respectively, the same 

way customer 1 was presented. For both customers, PCR had the best results in the yearly 

predicted and model deviation values. Nonetheless, MLR had the best yearly error, RMSEP 

and R2. Because MLR was the best for all these three customers, both hourly and daily and 

for three different sizes of customers, MLR was the chosen method moving forward with the 

modelling in Unscrambler.  

Table 22 Method comparison of customer 7 in 2018 

Customer 7 - 2018 5380,00 [MWh] 

  Hourly 

Yearly Prediction Yearly ε RMSEP R2 Model Deviation 
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MLR 5475,00 1191,88 0,1734 80,09% 1,77% 

PCR 5379,54 1271,37 0,1808 78,64% 0,01% 

PLS 5383,82 1275,26 0,1817 78,47% 0,07% 
 

Daily 

MLR 5454,46 619,43 2,164508 94,39% 1,38% 

PCR 5351,72 697,56 2,394517 93,48% 0,53% 

PLS 5376,44 722,46 2,542578 92,64% 0,07% 

 

To verify the methods further, a different year (2015) was predicted for all three models, as 

explained in 4.2.2. The results are shown below in Table 23, which show that MLR is still the 

best method, even when predicting a different year. For instance, the R2 in the MLR model 

was always the best in 2015 for the three customers, and the same goes for RMSEP. By 

comparing customer 7 from Table 22 and Table 23, it can be noticed that indeed there was 

somewhat of a difference between the years. The yearly predicted values and model 

deviations were most accurate in the PCR model in 2018, but in 2015 MLR was most accurate 

for all tests. Nonetheless, R2 and RMSEP are the most vital validation methods used, as they 

were recommended by Unscrambler and the others are simple tests to get a bigger picture of 

the differences between the methods. 

Table 23 Method comparison of three customers in 2015 

Customer 1 - 2015 171,71 [MWh] 

  Daily 

Yearly Prediction Yearly ε RMSEP R2 Model Deviation 

MLR 172,58 11,68 0,0405 96,28% 0,50% 

PCR 173,76 12,93 0,0450 95,48% 1,20% 

PLS 173,73 13,30 0,0466 95,28% 1,17% 
      

Customer 4 - 2015 1023,41 [MWh] 

  Daily 

Yearly Prediction Yearly ε RMSEP R2 Model Deviation 

MLR 1009,39 72,47 0,2519 97,49% 1,37% 

PCR 1017,25 80,61 0,2866 96,80% 0,60% 

PLS 1017,15 94,97 0,3200 95,97% 0,61% 
      

Customer 7 - 2015 5222,00 [MWh] 

  Daily 

Yearly Prediction Yearly ε RMSEP R2 Model Deviation 

MLR 5307,88 414,29 1,4062 96,89% 1,64% 

PCR 5351,10 469,69 1,6185 96,07% 2,47% 

PLS 5351,57 493,48 1,6922 95,81% 2,48% 
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5.3.2 Analyzing MLR 

Table 24 presents the Anova table for customer 1, calculated from daily consumption values 

for the period of 2014 to 2018. “SS” stands for sum of squares. “df” stands for degrees of 

freedom. “MS” stands for mean square. The F test shows that degree days has the highest 

statistical significance of the overall relationship from the dependent variables, followed by 

temperature. The result regarding the p-value shows that the temperature, degree days, 

relative humidity, wind speed and atmospheric pressure have a statistical significance since 

they are all below a p value of 0.05.  

Table 24 Anova Table for Customer 1 (values computed in Unscrambler) 

Anova Table Customer 1 Daily values (2014-2018) 

R-Square: 0,9337839 

Summary 

Parameter SS df MS F test p 
value 

B-
coefficients 

STDev 

Model 99,99 8,00 12,50 3 231,56 - 
  

Error 7,02 1 816,00 0,00 
    

Adjusted Total 107,02 1 824,00 0,06 
    

Variables 

Parameter SS df MS F test p 
value 

B-
coefficients 

STDev 

Temperature 
[C] 

0,29 1,00 0,29 74,01 0,00 0,15 0,02 

Degree days 1,90 1,00 1,90 490,85 0,00 0,39 0,02 

Precipitation 
[mm] 

0,00 1,00 0,00 0,51 0,48 - 0,00 0,00 

Relative 
humidity [%} 

0,19 1,00 0,19 49,21 0,00 - 0,01 0,00 

Wind direction 
[°] 

0,01 1,00 0,01 2,09 0,15 - 0,00 0,00 

Wind speed 
[m/s] 

0,03 1,00 0,03 6,47 0,01 0,02 0,01 

Wind gust [m/s] 0,01 1,00 0,01 2,71 0,10 - 0,01 0,01 

Atmospheric 
pressure [mbar] 

0,11 1,00 0,11 27,98 0,00 - 0,01     0,00 

 

Figure 15 show the t-values of each weather parameter, made from the daily values just like 

the ANOVA table above. Degree days have the most statistical significance, followed by 

temperature and then relative humidity. Precipitation, wind speed and wind gust have almost 

no statistical significance. 
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Figure 15 t-values Customer 1 (computed in Unscrambler) 

Figure 16 show the predicted vs reference values for customer 1, which was calculated by 

Unscrambler from the daily consumption values from the period of 2014-2018. The line that 

moves over all the dotted values is the regression line. 

 

 

Figure 16 Predicted vs. Reference values (computed in Unscrambler) 
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5.3.3 Number of weather parameters to use 

Table 25 show the results of the evaluation done whether more weather parameters would 

yield a better result, for customer 1. As the number of parameters increase, the RMSEP 

decreases, and the R2 increases. This means that the results are more accurate the more 

weather parameters are used. Since eight parameters were given, eight is what was used 

always after this result.  

Table 25 Number of weather parameters 

MLR METHOD 

Numb of parameters RMSEP R2 

1 0,0077 62,97% 

2 0,0070 68,49% 

3 0,0070 68,49% 

4 0,0068 69,98% 

5 0,0068 70,00% 

6 0,0069 69,91% 

7 0,0069 69,94% 

8 0,0068 70,01% 

 

A time delay as a parameter could improve the RMSEP and R2 even more, as discussed in 

5.1.1 Consumption and weather data. 

Table 26 presents the coefficient of determination (R2) for all nine customers on a daily 

basis, when predicting each of the five years (2014-2018) used when constructing the MLR 

model. Where the minimum R2 value (81.36%) occurred 2017 for Customer 5 and the 

maximum R2 value (97.79%) occurred 2014 for customer 4. As mentioned before, the 

construction of the MLR model used the weather data obtained from Mälarenergi. 

   

 

 

  

Table 26 Coefficient of determination 

Year Customer 1 Customer 2 Customer 3 Customer 4 Customer 5 Customer 6 Customer 7 Customer 8 Customer 9

2014 94,49% 95,73% 96,81% 97,79% 94,57% 96,77% 96,20% 97,08% 97,71%

2015 96,28% 95,92% 95,79% 97,49% 95,01% 97,43% 96,89% 96,33% 97,30%

2016 94,62% 93,95% 94,22% 94,97% 90,55% 94,84% 95,19% 95,16% 95,71%

2017 89,98% 89,77% 90,45% 90,68% 81,36% 89,51% 90,48% 91,01% 92,54%

2018 92,88% 93,29% 93,59% 93,80% 88,56% 92,62% 94,39% 93,08% 94,64%

Mean 93,65% 93,73% 94,17% 94,95% 90,01% 94,24% 94,63% 94,53% 95,58%
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5.4 Bootstrapping 

The result from using the Bootstrap method is divided into three parts: Excel Bootstrap 

result, Statkey Bootstrap result and additional results. 

5.4.1 Excel: Bootstrap 

The Bootstrap method in Excel yielded the following result in Figure 17, where 140 number of 

cases were used. As one can notice, it starts to resemble a normal distribution. Each bar 

represents a range of 1000 SEK. The complete range, of all the bars, goes from 103 000 to 

116 000 SEK. The y-axis shows the number of outcomes for each interval. 

 

Figure 17 Bootstrap in Excel for customer 1 

5.4.2 Statkey: Bootstrap 

The Statkey Bootstrap result was done using 50 000 cases instead of 140 as was done 

previously, now the result presented itself more clearly as normal distributed. This can be 

seen in the graphs below (Figure 18 and Figure 19) were the Bootstrap result for customer 1 is 

presented for both the total annual cost and base load. Table 27 presents the data calculated 

by StatKey for all customers, which was used to construct the normal distribution graphs. 
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Figure 18 Bootstrap annual cost result from StatKey customer 1 

 

Figure 19 Bootstrap Base load result from StatKey customer 1 
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Table 27 Bootstrap confidence interval results for base load and annual cost 

 

Table 28 presents the same results as in Table 27 above, except that the values are shown in 

percentages instead. The values under “Base load deviation” show the deviation from the 

expected optimal base load for the minimum and maximum expected values, taken from the 

95 % confidence interval. With the same reasoning, the values under “Total yearly cost 

deviation” are presented. From this result one can say that a customer has a bigger leeway of 

choosing too high of an expected base load and still get an optimal cost, than the customer 

has if he chooses the base load too low. This is because the average maximum expected 

optimal base load is 6.36 %, and the minimum corresponding value is 5.32 %.  

Table 28 Deviation from expected optimum for base load and annual cost 

5.4.3 Prediction results analysis 

Figure 20 show customer one’s optimal base load choices for all ten predicted outcomes, 

ranging from 29 to 37 kW, with the corresponding annual cost. To show the outcomes in 

relation to the mean cost, it has been put as the orange line in the graph. For predicted 

outcome one, the theoretical optimal base load is 31 kW which gives an annual cost of 

approximately 107 000 SEK. These theoretical optimal base loads are calculated when 

knowing the weather outcomes, meaning it would have been unlikely to accurately predict 31 

kW without this information.  

Confidence
Min expected 

optimal base load

 Expected optimal 

base load

Max expected 

optimal base load

Min expected 

yearly cost

Expected 

yearly cost

Max expected 

yearly cost

1 95% 30 31 33 104 867 108 733 113 138

2 95% 32 34 37 112 283 116 876 122 183

3 95% 40 42 45 140 629 146 156 152 330

4 95% 195 206 220 613 814 641 123 671 424

5 95% 174 182 193 550 769 573 139 599 132

6 95% 263 279 297 798 781 831 974 868 752

7 95% 1110 1 173 1244 2 938 869 3 056 043 3 187 648

8 95% 1032 1 090 1156 2 751 375 2 859 770 2 980 867

9 95% 1000 1 057 1122 2 661 192 2 768 709 2 889 383

Customer & Confidence Base load [kW] Total yearly cost [SEK]

Customer

Small

Medium

Large

Confidence
Min expected 

optimal base load

Max expected 

optimal base load

Min expected 

yearly cost

Max expected 

yearly cost

1 95% 4,45% 5,11% 3,56% 4,05%

2 95% 6,69% 7,89% 3,93% 4,54%

3 95% 5,44% 6,38% 3,78% 4,22%

4 95% 5,11% 7,05% 4,26% 4,73%

5 95% 4,53% 5,90% 3,90% 4,54%

6 95% 5,66% 6,54% 3,99% 4,42%

7 95% 5,33% 6,10% 3,83% 4,31%

8 95% 5,32% 6,05% 3,79% 4,23%

9 95% 5,35% 6,19% 3,88% 4,36%

5,32% 6,36% 3,88% 4,38%Average

Small

Medium

Large

Customer

Customer & Confidence Base load deviation [%] Total yearly cost deviation[%]
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Figure 20 Customer 1 Optimal base load choice with corresponding cost 

The graph below in Figure 21 shows an illustration of a normal distribution with a 95% 

confidence interval regarding base load for customer one over the ten predicted cases. 

Figure 21 Visualization of the normal distribution and confidence interval for customer 1 

The expected optimal base load and the upper and lower base loads limits are obtained as 

previously shown, trough Bootstrapping. Here, the expected optimal base load moves closer 

to the mean value calculated from the original cases when increasing the number of samples. 
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Figure 22 shows the additional cost for running all the ten predictions outcomes with the 

expected optimal base load from Bootstrap. The additional cost in this case is calculated as 

shown in Equation 10 from 4.4.1. The aggregated additional costs are presented in Figure 23. 

 

The additional cost for choosing the upper and lower base load limits are calculated in the 

same way as for the expected optimal base load.  A summary of these three aggregated cases 

can be seen in Figure 23. Meaning that the costs seen in figure 23 are the aggregated extra 

costs from the ten cases in comparison to the theoretical minimum cases (with different base 

loads).  

 

 

Figure 23 Additional cost in relation to the theoretical optimum (Customer 1) 

Figure 22 Additional cost in relation to the theoretical optimum 
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For a better understanding of the result from Figure 23, see Figure 24, which shows the 

expected annual cost for different base loads regarding the upcoming year for customer 1. 

The same calculations were performed for a medium and large customer to examine how well 

the confidence limits reacts to a higher consumption, see Figure 25, Figure 26 and Figure 27. 

Noteworthy is that for bigger customers i.e. customers with a higher consumption, the 

measured values improve slightly due to the reduced measurements rounding error from 

Mälarenergi’s part.  

To show how the additional average extra cost (associated with the limit base loads and ME’s 

choice of base load) changes between customer and especially between customer sizes, the 

following grahps are presented: Figure 25 showing customer one (small customer),Figure 26 

Figure 24 Predicted total annual cost (Customer 1) 

Figure 25 Extra cost when deviating from expected optimal base load (Customer 1) 
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showing customer four (medium customer) and finally Figure 27 showing customer nine 

(large customer). 

 

Figure 26 Extra cost when deviating from expected optimal base load (Customer 4) 

 

Figure 25 showed that ME’s guess of baseload was above the calculated upper confidence 

limit. Although, the optimal base mean from the previous five years (the modelling data) was 

33 kW which is two kilowatts higher than the predicted mean base load. Figure 26 and Figure 

27 respectively showed a better result where ME’s choice of base load is within the confidence 

intervals. 

 

Figure 27 Extra cost when deviating from expected optimal base load (Customer 9) 
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The final table, Table 29, shows how much the total cost and base load deviates from the 

expected optimal choice for customer one and customer nine. This indicates that the upper 

limit has more leeway regarding base load (error) and that the corresponding additional cost 

associated with that base load limit is lower. Although the span between the expected 

optimum and the upper limit base load is higher than the corresponding additional cost limit 

is smaller. Meaning that the customer can go further up (higher base load) than down (lower 

base load) where the top choice has a lower associated cost to it then the lower choice has. 

 

 

  

Table 29 Upper and lower limits regarding total cost and base load deviation 
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6 DISCUSSION  

The discussion chapter is divided into two sub-chapters. The first subchapter covers the 

possible sources of errors that we have encountered during this thesis and they are structured 

in no specific order, starting with measurement precisions errors for smaller customers. The 

second subchapter covers some additional thoughts, such as risks and economic benefits 

when choosing peak and base loads. 

6.1 Sources of errors 

About measurement precision: The district heat consumption data given to us from 

Mälarenergi was measured in MW. This meant that smaller customers that had a 

consumption range in the kilowatts had a large rounding error since every measurement was 

in MWh. For instance, the smaller customers had two decimals, meaning that an hourly value 

of 0.12 MWh is 120 kWh, and a slightly larger consumption of say 124 kWh would still be 

0.12 MWh. This measurement error led to the result that larger customers could more 

correctly have their future district heat consumption predicted, leading to a more precise 

optimal base load confidence interval. 

About regression definitions: When reading about different regression definitions from 

the literature study there was a lot of confusion about definitions. For instance, the RMSEP 

value mentioned in the report was also defined with the abbreviation RMSEP in the 

Unscrambler manual. However, in many other reports RMSEP was simply shortened as SE. 

This made it quite complicated to read different reports as authors kept switching definitions. 

This issue is a source of error caused by the human error factor, if a definition was confused 

to be something it is not, and accidentally described in the report as the wrong definition.  

About total cost calculation errors: In the MATLAB simulation there are still some 

uncertainties when mimicking the original cost calculations from Mälarenergi. For example, 

in price model one it is still unclear to us how ME determines the connection load for their 

customers. Our solution for this was to set the connection load to the highest daily average 

load, which produced a good enough result when comparing the costs. Another example of 

uncertainty is regarding price model two. When comparing a customer's monthly cost with 

the actual invoice our monthly cost calculation deviates from the actual billing cost of around 

0.6 %. We think this is because Mälarenergi estimates the customers yearly cost and divides 

it by 365 and then multiplies the number of days for the billed month with this coefficient 

value to get the monthly cost. Our costs stem from accumulation of each hourly cost, sorted 

into daily, monthly and yearly. This difference in how a month was evaluated could have 

caused differences between our calculations and the actual invoice. 

Some customers can receive a discount on their fixed and/or variable fee, which of course 

affect the cost. How these discounts work and on which terms they are given out are not 

known. In conversation with our supervisor the small deviation in total annual cost, when 

validating the MATLAB model, was said to be good enough.  
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About sources and their validity: The Unscrambler manual was often cited/referenced 

as a source. This is because Unscrambler was extensively used to produce the results, and the 

software was involved in our current study to a large degree. Moreover, a lot of applicable 

information about our thesis and the modelling methods used are presented in the almost 

300 pages long manual. We trust the software Unscrambler, and as such we trust its manual 

that holds up the software, therefore we deem the major usage of the manual justified. 

If time had permitted, we would have been even more critical to our sources and careful in 

selecting them. 

About projecting measured weather parameters as future outcomes: There are 

ways to predict future weather parameters, SMHI does it for instance. However, since we lack 

the knowledge needed for this, and since it would have taken up a lot of time just to 

accurately predict the weather (of which validation would be hard), we quickly disregarded 

this approach. The method chosen instead, we argue is the best we can do with what we have, 

with a simple statement that goes “If it has happened before, it can happen again”. In other 

words, we took previously measured weather parameters and said, for instance “What would 

happen to the DH consumption if these weather parameters from Stockholm in 2015 

repeated themselves in Västerås 2020?” Then the idea was to do this for numerous different 

weather stations for several years around Sweden to get a large pool of possible weather 

outcomes.  

One could argue that the method is not exactly a prediction of future outcomes, but simply a 

large spread of outcomes that has happened before, and it does not necessarily mean that it 

will happen again. One could instead view the weather projecting method as a scope or 

domain of measured events, but for this thesis we view it as possible outcomes for the future. 

About presenting data: Not all consumptions and weather parameters of every year were 

presented, it was simply too much to have it all in the report. Besides, most if not all 

parameters follow a similar pattern each year according to the seasons, so it would not have 

been very interesting viewing basically the same curves over and over again. What is 

interesting however, is how the parameters relate to each other, which we tried to capture in 

the graphs shown in the results section. Furthermore, the changes (if there are any) between 

each year is also of interest, which we tried to present with the best of our abilities. 

About the amount of data: Never have we handled and worked with this much data 

before. Just to give an idea of the amount, from Mälarenergi we had hourly consumption 

values from 2014 to 2018, that is 43 800 values, multiply that with the 9 customers and you 

have 394 200 values. Moreover, we had hourly values of the eight weather parameters from 

the same period, which is another 350 400 values and about 788 400 hourly values were 

produced from Unscrambler predictions (which excludes daily and MATLAB values). The 

source of error is that since we have not handled data of this magnitude before, we did not 

have any knowledge of how to properly structure it, and not get lost in different Excel sheets. 

It was a learning process indeed, and many times we forgot where some values were located 

(we had multiple Excel files), the Excel files crashed, and much time was spent organizing 

and re-organizing over and over. In all this data handling, values could have been lost, 
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categorized wrongly, accidentally copied etc. To summarize, we acknowledge that the human 

error factor is high in this thesis, but we did everything in our power to ensure all values were 

handled correctly, fairly and without any biases.  

About the SMHI samples: An important part of this thesis for us was gathering enough 

weather outcome samples, i.e. collecting weather data from Swedish areas and using them as 

possible weather outcomes for the customers. This was relevant because the results would be 

more accurate and verifiable with a bigger sample size. However, because other parts of this 

thesis took so long to figure out, we only had time to gather 10 years of SMHI weather data 

from Tullinge in Stockholm. Moreover, some weather parameters from Tullinge were given 

on different time basis than the same values gathered from Mälarenergi which were on an 

hourly basis. Due to this, some Tullinge parameters had to be interpolated or extrapolated to 

have them in the same unit. 

The hourly values that were missing were interpolated. This is of course a source of error, if 

an hour is missing there is no telling if that hour had a lower or higher value than usual. An 

interpolation cannot be assumed to give an accurate substituted value, but it does follow the 

same pattern. For instance, if an hour of outside temperature was missing in the middle of 

the night it was interpolated based on the temperatures before and after that hour, but 

realistically it could have been a colder or warmer hour. 

About bootstrap and confidence credibility: The Bootstrapping method put simply, 

takes a sample and copies it numerous times to infer information about the whole 

population. This method relies heavily on the gathered sample and that it can accurately 

represent the whole population. For instance, what if the sample was an outlier? In our case, 

the population represents all possible future outcomes of total yearly costs that a customer 

can get. The total yearly costs depend on the predicted consumption which in part depends 

on the gathered weather parameters from different cities. Each year of the eight weather 

parameters constitutes one plausible future outcome regarding weather, and therefor in turn 

a consumption and a cost. Due to time restrictions we were only able to create ten different 

outcomes for each customer, which makes the inference from the Bootstrap method very 

biased towards the result from each of the ten estimations. 

6.2 Additional thoughts 

About DH companies and how they adapt to the market: Mälarenergi, and other 

major district heating companies, are facing the predicament of losing customers to other 

heat providers, and the question is: what should a DH company do to keep their customers? 

They cannot lower their prices too much, because then heat and electricity will be produced 

at a loss. Nonetheless, when cheaper heating alternatives are available on the market, what 

can a heat and power plant with immense production costs do to stay competitive? An 

alternative for customers is to have two types of heating, one for the base load and one for the 

peak load. From the point of view of Mälarenergi, the most economically beneficial option 

when two types of heating are used, is for the customers to use district heat as the base load, 
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and another source of heating when it gets colder outside for the peak load, the most 

common option being heat pumps. This was discussed with Port (2019) at Mälarenergi who 

confirmed the Mälarenergi point of view. However, taking the point of view of the customers, 

the most cost-effective option is to have heat pumps as the base load and district heat as the 

peak load. This means that when the heat pumps can no longer provide heat (when it is below 

zero degrees Celsius) district heat is provided instead. For Mälarenergi this impacts their 

profits in several ways, which are discussed in a bulleted list below: 

 The losses are greater when the outside temperature is colder, meaning that more heat will 

have to be produced to provide the customers with the heat they want. 

 Heat is always produced at ME, if the customers only receive/pay peak load (i.e. only using 

DH when it is the coldest outside), then the heat will have to be cooled off in lakes when the 

temperatures rises again, and thereby going to waste as a profit.  

 To change the production is a slow and costly procedure for the boilers that Mälarenergi have. 

However, a production change could be needed if customers start only using peak load. 

 

A way for Mälarenergi to continue to stay competitive on the market is by changing their DH 

price models, as researched in this thesis.  

About risks and economic benefits when choosing base & peak loads: The 95 % 

confidence interval developed by Boostrapping the ten weather cases is a showcase of what 

each customer could select to get an optimal base load, and thereby pay the minimum yearly 

cost. The risk with choosing the base load comes if one misjudges what is needed that year in 

terms of heat. By either over or underestimating the base load, a customer ends up paying 

more than what was needed. In order to completely minimize the risk a whole year of 

forecasted weather data would be needed, as well as demand side information, such as any 

alterations the customer might make to the building. Gathering all this information was 

naturally not feasible for us. Our interpretation of the results is that it is safer (economically 

speaking) for a customer to select a base load between the expected optimal base load to the 

upper limit defined by the 95 % confidence interval. The confidence interval is longer to the 

right while the cost associated with choosing to the left of the expected optimum is higher.  

We consider that the customer should make a routine out of choosing their own base load, 

within the 95 % confidence interval. An additional condition to this is that the “choice” by ME 

should be seen as a guidance, if the customer wishes, they can then choose what ME 

recommends. By always choosing their base load our thinking is that the customer would 

become more aware and mindful of their consumption if they chose a load themselves. 

Regarding peak load we suggest that the customer should not choose it themselves but 

instead let ME choose it. However, if the customer recently made a substantial change in the 

property then it would be wise to investigate if this alteration could affect the heat 

consumption. Along with this, a dialogue with a contact person at Mälarenergi regarding the 

change should be made to see if Mälarenergi can come up with a different suggestion. A 

customer should not choose the peak load themselves simply because Mälarenergi are willing 

to pay for an excess fee that the customer themselves must otherwise pay. 
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About PM1 vs PM2 from the literature study compared to our results: From the 

literature study, we came upon a report by Song (2017). She found that when load demand 

components were introduced in district heating price models, users with a steady and 

constantly high load curve, such as hospitals and social services groups, profited from the 

price change. However, users with a steep consecutive load curve, meaning a consumption 

curve that fluctuates a lot but has a distinct pattern over time, faced cost increases due to the 

price change. This is something we did not discover, as all customers we looked at had to pay 

less for PM2 than for PM1. Since we only looked at nine different customers (of varying sizes) 

it could be that we did not get a customer with a steep consecutive load curve as Song 

described.  

About the coefficient of determination and time delay: Why the R2 for hourly 

predictions is less accurate than the daily predictions can be caused by the time delay hourly 

measurements have. By this, we mean that the target value (in this case the temperature 

inside the house) will take a while to be achieved when the customer changes it by setting a 

new target temperature. Meaning, it might take a few hours until the indoor temperature has 

stabilized. When a heat consumption prediction is made where the predicted values are 

compared to the actual values on an hourly basis, the values will therefore not match very 

well. However, if a time delay of a few hours is implemented we think an hourly prediction 

would yield more accurate results. In this way, let us say the inside target temperature is set 

20 °C, instead of comparing this target with the actual temperature, which might be 18 °C, it 

could be better to wait a few hours until the comparison is made. 

About preventing excess fees: When a customer makes a choice of peak load and it is 

exceeded, inadvertently or not, an excess fee is applied, depending on the type of customer. 

This fee is paid yearly based on the day the highest average excess load was produced. From a 

customer point of view, it would be beneficial if there was an option to set a limit on how 

much power could be used to heat the house. This way, before the peak load is exceed, the 

power output stops. This setting would make it so the district heat works as the base load and 

up to a set limit of the peak. Of course, a different source of heating would be needed to 

provide the heat once the limit is exceeded, it could be electrical radiators for instance. For all 

of this to work, regulation would be needed of sorts, but it could very well be a service that 

Mälarenergi provides if they wanted to. This service would make it so that Mälarenergi sells 

less heat during the colder periods, but on the other hand the production would be more 

stable. For private customers with villas this idea would be interesting to dig deeper into, to 

give the customer more choice, but for connected houses and apartments this idea would not 

work as well.  

About the chosen (regression) sample size: When modelling in Unscrambler we 

thought about how big the sample size should be for an analysis in a regression model. We 

made a model where five years of weather data made up the sample size to compare it to a 

sample size of one year. It turned out that five years showed less accurate results than if one 

year was used as a sample. In the literature study the issue of sample size was researched, 

and it supports our results somewhat, due to our higher number of degrees of freedom. That 

as the sample size increases it could lead to a worse correlation, meaning there could be an 

optimal sample size to be found for each case.  
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About the number of parameters: From the literature study we found that there is not 

an agreement among researchers on the optimal number of parameters to use when 

predicting or modelling the energy demand of buildings. Most authors described the 

parameters that were available to them and simply used all of them, which is what we also 

did. Adding more parameters in Unscrambler was effortless, and even though several 

weather parameters did not have a high correlation with the heat consumption, adding more 

parameters yielded better correlation. If too many irrelevant parameters are added to the 

regression model, they are simply seen as noise.  

About PM1 and PM2: An uncertainty when comparing the two prices models is which fees 

constitutes as fixed and which constitutes as flexible. For the first price model it is very easy 

to separate the fixed and flexible fees. From what we gathered from Port, the customer gets a 

connection load based on their consumption from previous year which solidifies the 

customers forthcoming annual fixed cost. For PM2 however, the distinction between flexible 

and fixed fees becomes much harder to distinguish, due to them being intertwined by the 

choice of base and peaks load from the customer.  
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the new district heat price model made by 

Mälarenergi, and compare it to their old district heat price model. In particular, the choices 

of base and peak loads a customer can make in the new price model was investigated by 

predicting the district heat consumptions. The following research questions where used in 

this thesis: Which multivariate analysis method can most accurately predict future district 

heat consumption, based on eight weather parameters and previously measured 

consumption? What base and peak load choice should a customer make for the upcoming 

year, or should Mälarenergi make the choice instead? And finally, which district heat price 

model is most economically beneficial from a customer point of view, the old or the new one? 

Multiple linear regression yielded the most accurate predictions out of the investigated 

statistical methods, with the mean coefficient of determination for all nine customers from 

2014 to 2018 ranging between 90-95 %, based on the daily district heat consumption. 

The customer should always make a choice to be more involved in their district heat 

consumption to a greater extent be able to affect their economic situation. A 95 % confidence 

interval (surrounding the expected optimal base load) can be developed based on the 

customer and their possible future outcomes1 to give the customer a range of choices from 

which an optimal base load can be selected. Due to having low resolution measurements for 

the smaller customers, these customers could not have their future consumption (and 

thereby confidence intervals) calculated as accurately in comparison to the larger customers.  

The customer should consider the base load choice by Mälarenergi as a possible option. We 

suggest, based on our interpretation of the results, that a customer should select a base load 

between the expected optimal base load and the upper limit load, defined by the 95 % 

confidence interval. This is because selecting a base load in the upper half of the confidence 

interval has a lower associated extra cost (from the optimal case), than the lower half has. In 

additional, the upper half also constitutes a greater range compared to the lower half in all 

cases. Moreover, ME should always make the peak load choice because they are willing to pay 

for an excess fee that the customer themselves must otherwise pay. 

From the nine investigated customers of varying sizes, the new price model was always 

cheaper than the old price model. The difference in total cost ranged from approximately 7 % 

to 16 %, where an increase in customer size i.e. yearly consumption resulted in a higher profit 

for PM2.  

 

 

 

                                                        

1 The customer’s possible future outcomes are based on how their heat demand relates to the weather. 
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8  SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

The flow premium cost/benefit was not part of this work due to time and data limitations. In 

order to have it in the work, the forward and return temperature of each customer would 

need to be known. Moreover, the average of these values from all customers would have to be 

gathered or calculated. This flow premium could add a substantial amount of cost to a 

customer that has a bad heat exchanger, and alternatively a high benefit to one that has a 

good heat exchanger. As a further work suggestion within this field, it would be interesting to 

investigate how much each customer pays or receives for the flow premium. Furthermore, is 

it worth installing a brand-new heat exchanger to receive a higher flow premium, effectively 

having a payback time for the heat exchanger? If all but a few customers got a new heat 

exchanger, then suddenly the customers with an old exchanger are stuck paying a high flow 

premium cost until they also upgrade. As such, the flow premium is very dependent on the 

customers’ choice as a group. 

Noise can be added to the Unscrambler models to investigate the precision of each analysis, 

by examining how the noise affects the model. This lets you see how a model handles any 

disturbances in case any new data contains more noise than before, will it still be stable and 

show the same results, or is the model sensitive to disturbances? This option is done, 

according to the Unscrambler manual (2006), after a satisfying model has been developed 

and one is pleased with the data. It is a sort of last check or validation one could say. Due to 

time limitations, this step was never done but it would be interesting to put the MLR models 

to test, therefore it is suggested as a further work. This is especially interesting because of 

how the weather changes, which is both caused by natural and man-made means. Could a 

predicted climate change noise be added to see how the MLR handles it?  

A suggestion is to add a bigger sample size of weather data from SHMI to get more 

scientifically sound results. Moreover, adding weather forecasts (that are close in time, say up 

to a few weeks) to produce a forecasted DH consumption and get a consumption cost that 

way is an interesting idea. Later, this forecast can be verified with the actual weather data of 

that time period to test the accuracy of the prediction model.  

It would be very interesting to have developed this thesis idea with an artificial neural 

network instead of using a statistical method, in this case a multiple linear regression. With a 

neural network, it could have been easier to implement many more parameters, such as time 

delays and social parameters and thereby get more accurate results. Social parameters, or 

patterns, are interesting to investigate because customers have a varying demand depending 

on time of day, day of the week and depending on season. The social pattern investigation 

was mentioned in the literature study (3.6.8 Optimal amount of independent variables when 

predicting heat demand) and we tried to incorporate a parameter that distinguished 

weekdays from weekends, but with no success in Unscrambler. Of course, this social pattern 

can be very different depending on the customer, for instance, a household compared to an 

office will have very different demands. If implemented, then most likely the social pattern 

would have to be developed on a customer basis, and this might be something an artificial 

neural network easily can pick up on. The social pattern could include weekdays, holidays 

and social events.  
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APPENDIX 1: GRANT FROM MIMER AB 
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APPENDIX 2: MACHINE LEARNING 

ANN have been proved to have great accuracy in predicting the heating consumption 

(Jovanović et al., 2015). This is because ANNs are able to use high accuracy and fast 

computing speed in handling nonlinear patterns (Biswas et al., 2016). Artificial neural 

networks have gotten their name because of how it applies the logic of neurons from a human 

brain to a mathematical model, and how they use learning processes to decide relevant 

connections between the inputs and the outputs (Saloux & Candanedo, 2018). 

In the study by Jovanović et al (2015), three different ANNs were investigated and it was 

demonstrated that they were all highly accurate, but a combination of the three networks was 

even more accurate. Similar results were found by Kialashaki & Reisel (2013), who also found 

that three different ANN models could accurately predict the heat consumption with 

coefficient of determinations (R2) between 0,98 and 0,99. In the same study, a different 

method using MLR was almost as accurate too, with R2 between 0,95 and 0,97. The 

coefficient of determination indicates the accuracy between the predicted value and the 

measured value, and an R2 close to 1 means that these values have a consistent correlation 

between each other (Tiryaki & Aydın, 2014).  

The drawbacks with ANN are compiled by Lazos et al. (2014) in a table comparing different 

forecasting techniques. In it, ANNs are described as being computationally intense and they 

rely on accurate historical data. The computationally intense and complicated part of ANN 

was supported or verified by several teachers contacted about the topic (Engström, 2019; 

Lundengård, 2019; Skvaril, 2019). 
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APPENDIX 3: UNSCRAMBLER WORK PROCESS 
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APPENDIX 4: MATLAB CODE 

The main script from MATLAB can be viewed below 
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The “load_customer” script: PART 1 
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The “load_customer” script: PART 2 
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The PM1 script: 
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The PM2 script: 
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The PM-predictions script: 
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APPENDIX 5: EXCEL DATA STRUCTURE 

Input data for MATLAB, where different kinds of data is sorted under different tabs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Input data for Unscrambler where different kinds of data is sorted under different tabs. 
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APPENDIX 6: ADDITIONAL WEATHER PARAMETERS 
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APPENDIX 7: CUSTOMER INVOICE 
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